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Our cover this issue was designed by type 
designers Elsa Jónsdóttir & Björn Loki.
 Type design is exploding in iceland 
right now. At the front of the fray is Or 
Type, the growing type foundry, brain-
child of Fáskrúðsfjörður-born Guðmun-
dur Úlfarsson, alongside Mads Freund 
Brunse. The foundry has built up a for-
midable catalogue of forward-thinking 
typefaces, ever growing in popularity.
This year they designed the letters on 

the famous Icelandic national football 
team uniform, they just released a new 
typeface, Boogie School Serif, and their 
recent collaboration with 66n, a set of 
woolen hats, was the #1 fashion acces-
sory last winter.
 Across the pond in London, Gunnar 
Vilhjálmsson has been making waves as 
a designer at the industry leader Mono-
type, most with notably his work on an 
award-winning custom typefaces for 

the Gourmand magazine. Gunnar has 
been instrumental in growing the Icelan-
dic type scene, publishing a book about 
the icelandic letter “ð”, and bringing the 
worldwide type designer conference, Aty-
pI, to Iceland in 2011,  an adrenalin injec-
tion to nascent local designers.
 The idea of designing type for your-
self is taking hold here, for instance 
Rakel Tómasdóttir’s work on the ice-
landic version of Glamour Magazine, 
where she uses her own type designs 
for much of the magazine’s headlines. 
 The list of designers with typefaces 
in the works or recent releases is long 
and getting longer. 
 Next up is Elsa & Loki’s exhibition, 
opening on September 30th. You can 
read more about them and their exhi-
bition on page 44. SP
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On our 2-day south coast tour you‘ll travel through a magnificient 
variety of landscapes. Explore waterfalls, lava fields, Reynisfjara
-black sand beach, Jökulsárlón -glacier lagoon, and hike on
Skaftafell glacier!

BOOK YOUR TOUR AT
www. adventures.is
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FRESH!

THE 

GRAPEVINE 

PLAYLIST

Gýða Valtýsdóttir 
"Epicycle" 

We’ve been glued to 
this unusual album 
from the sometime 
múm singer—a long 
term project that 
interprets classi-
cal music of the last 
2000 years through 
Gýða’s unique 
musical filter. It’s 
on Bandcamp now, 
and set for a physical 
release later this year.

GKR
"Tala Um"

It’s impossible  
not to like GKR.  
His music is brim-
ming with humor, 
brash confidence 
and exuberance, his 
rhymes stumbling 
around the joyfully 
menacing beats laid 
down by Marteinn!, 
seemingly carefree, 
but always on point. 
A master in the 
making.

Sin Fang
"Spaceland"

The new Sin Fang 
album moves on from 
the lush indie-pop of 
2013’s ‘Flowers’, into 
a confident, spacious 
electronic sound-
scape full of echoey 
alt-pop melodies 
and dreamy synth 
washes, also featur-
ing a selection box 
of choice duets with 
Jónsi, Farao, Sóley 
and Jófríður.

Alvia Islandia 
"Bubblegum Bitch" 

She may be sweet 
but she doesn’t su-
garcoat. Alvia takes 
that dirty-covered 
trap record from 
your screen, washes 
it clean and tints it 
pink. The result is a 
pretty-girl narcotic 
sound that makes 
you feel like a total 
badass while you’re 
rushing to the Hag-
kaup candy rack for 
50% off hour. This 
one’s got nammi.

Gangly
"Holy Grounds"
So this is a bouncy 
bass thing for your 
luxuriously sound-
systemed car, but at 
the same time it has 
an icy wistfulness, 
so you’re alone in 
your car. It’s not full 
on hysterically sad, 
so you’re probably 
not just-dumped, 
but rather at that 
moment when 
you’re still getting 
Bragðarefurs at the 
ice cream shop, just 
before that magic 
moment when you 
re-join the gym.

Loki & Elsa

Gunnar 
Vilhjálmsson 
for Monotype
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Your Letters

This 
Issue's  
Winners

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Sultan and I from Turkey. I 
have read Your announcement based on 
Iceland marriages. I'm 27 years old and 
still brand new virgin which never mar-
ried and nor kids.
Background
I have a double bachelor degrees
1st one is from Australian National 
University.
2nd one is Cyprus International Univer-
sity of Turkey.
Based on business administration.
I have well work experience in a different 
international organizations.
I want to go to respected Iceland and 
wanna get married there. Moreover, i 
want to restart my careers there from 
elementary.
I will be looking forward for your kind and 
full details about how to get there in order 
to marriage and so on.
Your Sincerely
- Mr. Sultan
 
 

Dear Mr. Sultan,

The only thing we can tell you about 
getting to Iceland is pointing you in 
the direction of our friends at Icelan-
dair and Wow Air. As far as marriage 
goes, we're printing your letter, any 
interested ladies can shoot us a line 
and we'll forward it discreetly to you.
If that doesn't work, you can always set 
your Tinder to Reykjavík and try your 
luck. Happy hunting!

- Your Friends At  
   The Reykjavík Grapevine

Have something to say? 
Send us a letter to: 
letters@grapevine.is

Whoever sent in this issue's 
LOVELIEST LETTER gets a free 
REYKJAVÍK GRAPEVINE Royal 
Crest Reykjavík Style T-shirt, 
designed by actual Grapevine 
humans! If you want one and you have 
nothing to send us, you can also just 
buy one at gpv.is/store

LOVELIEST LETTER:
FREE T-SHIRT!

SOUR

GRAPES

Each week, we run an Instagram competition 
to win a Grapevine t-shirt. The winning pic-
tures are posted to our account, @rvkgrape-
vine—and also right here in the magazine. 
Just tag your pictures with #GVpics to enter. 
Here are the winning shots from the last two 
weeks by @julli_jonsson and @twodogs510. 
Congrats, you two!
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#GVPICS

INSTAGRAM 

COMPETITION

@twodogs510

@julli_jonsson

 Reykjavík
Art Museum

HAFNARHÚS 
TRYGGVAGATA 17  

KJARVALSSTAÐIR 
FLÓKAGATA 24

ÁSMUNDARSAFN 
SIGTÚN

OPEN DAILY
www.artmuseum.is / +354 411 6400

ONE 
ADMISSION 
TO THREE 
MUSEUMS

VISIT  
ICELAND’S 
LEADING 
ART  
MUSEUM

Varma is available in various
tourist shops around Iceland

the timeless
warmth
of Iceland

Varma is dedicated to maintaining 
Icelandic tradition in developing, 
designing and manufacturing 
quality garments and accessories 
from the best Icelandic wool and 
sheepskin shearling.

the timeless
warmth
of Iceland
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www.bustravel.is
info@bustravel.is
+354 511 2600

Daily guided 
bus tours

Golden Circle Tours 
Glacier Lagoon
Southern Iceland
Into the Glacier

Figures 
Don't 

Lie
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Number of polar bear 
decals, plushies, figurines 
and logos you can find in 

Iceland

Roughly estimated number 
of polar bears in the world

The number of 
Icelanders who have 

been attacked, injured 
or killed by polar bears 

in the past 42 years

1.5
BAZILLION

The number of polar bears 
that have been killed in Ice-

land in the past 42 years

10

42 

26,000

A friend of mine says: “The problem 
with living in Iceland is that every time 
you open a door, you see yourself on 
the other side.” Sharp words and criti-
cism are easy to hurl at some disem-
bodied face on the TV screen—some 
talking head you disagree with. But 
here in Iceland, it’s different. We actu-
ally see members of Parliament at the 
grocery store. Our kids are in school 
together. Maybe that obnoxious radio 
host is your cousin. In such a small so-
ciety, it’s hard to criticise individuals 
because, in the end, you have to live 
and work with them. In such a situa-
tion, it is not in anyone’s best interest 
to call foul when something is wrong, 

because people might take personal 
offense, and can hold it against you 
later. Generally speaking, I like to see 
the best in people, and I believe that 
most folks are genuinely trying to do 
the best job they can under often dif-
ficult circumstances. 
 I give this rather long and rambling 
disclaimer because I want to whip out 
a red card on immigration in Iceland, 
while making clear from the begin-
ning that I believe the individuals in 
the system are doing the best they can 
with a shitty set of circumstances. My 
beef is with the system, which is not 
able to efficiently and compassionately 
handle its task.
 Part of my hesitation is because I 
deal with the system as part of my job 
and I need it on my side. Also, I rec-
ognise somewhere in the back of my 
mind the irrational fear that, as an 
immigrant myself, I could get kicked 
out of the country. Every time I find 
myself at the sliding doors of the UTL 
offices, that old familiar lump hardens 
in my throat. My hands get sweaty. I 
steel myself for the encounter, which 
is almost assured to be unpleasant in 
one way or another. I hate going there.

Guilty until proven 
innocent

There are some hard truths about mov-
ing to Iceland that I have only recently 
come to understand. For one, immi-
grating is hard, especially for people 
who are not from Europe. The system 
isn’t designed to be easy or enjoyable—
it’s designed to be tedious, demeaning 
and difficult. All those hoops to jump 
through are designed to trip you. 

 Moreover, the Directorate of Im-
migration is not set up to help immi-
grants come to Iceland. The institu-
tion is there to vet newcomers, and 
every step of the process is there to 
guarantee that the country isn’t open-
ing itself to people it deems undesir-
able. They want to make sure that you 
are paying taxes, you are not a crimi-
nal, and you are not mooching hard-
won social benefits. What results is the 
painful process whereby applicants, 
even those of us who have been living 
in Iceland for years, are asked to con-
tinuously prove that we are still not 
committing crimes, we are still pull-
ing our weight at work or in school.
 On the other side of the glass, the 
people reviewing our applications scan 
documents with hawk-like precision 
for any small reason to reject us. After 
doing this day after day for years, the 
tone with which they receive you can 
best be described as suspicious. The 
very narrow window of opening hours, 
and influx of applications, means they 
are impatient. There is a long line of peo-
ple behind you, and the clock is ticking. 
It is a tense experience. 

Something’s gotta give

Recently I went to the office near clos-
ing time (2pm) with an envelope to de-
liver. The waiting room was full and 
hot. A staff person came into the wait-
ing room and locked the door, stand-
ing guard to let people out when their 
business was finished, but not letting 
anyone else inside. My mind wandered 
to that psychological study I read about 
in college in which students were as-
signed to be either guards or prison-

ers, and how quickly they started to 
abuse their power, or accept their ill 
fate. Locked in this bleak space with 
the other foreigners, I wondered, if we 
are in the midst of one of the greatest 
human migration periods ever experi-
enced in Europe, why the hell is this—
the single institution in the country 
responsible for processing residence 
applications—only open four hours a 
day? Surely we can do better.
 I bring this up now because I chose 
to come to Iceland. Others move here 
because they don’t have a choice. For 
them, this is a safe option of last re-
sort. The process is hard enough for 
people like me who speak Icelandic, 
are relatively good at paperwork, and 
have a network of Icelandic friends to 
help figure out where the hell to find 
tax statements, or proof of housing, 
or financial support, or certificates of 
social services, or any other of the ran-
dom stack of documents immigrants 
are asked to compile in their residence 
permit applications. If I found it emo-
tionally stressful to sit in that low-oxy-
gen waiting room, I can’t imagine how 
the process feels for refugees whose 
very life rests on filling in the proper 
boxes on a form with stamps in the 
right places.
 I hope the system changes. I hope 
that a reasonable balance exists be-
tween admitting newcomers and en-
suring security. And I sincerely hope 
that Iceland evolves into a more mul-
ticultural society and recognises the 
enormous social benefits of opening 
its doors to more than just the hordes 
of tourists stomping through down-
town in their parkas and hiking boots. 

 Share this article: 
GPV.IS/UTL15
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WARM WELCOME

DRESS CODE ICELAND

UNNUR
An extra-durable, laminated 
parka made of 100% nylon, 
with a detachable PrimaLoft® 
padded vest.

59.990 ISK

SÖLVI
A padded, high-collared vest 
that is perfect for school or 
on the go.

24.990 ISK

UNNAR
This stylish, longer length 
hooded parka will keep you 
warm all through the winter.

54.990 ISK

www.cintamani.is | Bankastræti 7 | Aðalstræti 10 | Austurhraun 3 | Smáralind | Kringlan | Akureyri  

UNNUR ICELAND
69.990 ISK



The villain of the issue this issue is the 
Icelandic autumn, also known as “six 
weeks of wind and rain.” The only good 
thing about autumn in Iceland is that  
the quality of the sunlight takes on a 
pretty, dusky hue. Apart from that, it’s a 
centrifuge of shit. It starts to rain more 
frequently and in greater volumes, 
temperatures begin to drop, and what 
little foliage there may be cannot be ap-
preciated for very long, as winds tear 
the leaves off of trees before you get a 
chance to enjoy the changing colours. 
Autumn might mean hay rides, cider 
and pumpkin spice lattés in other parts 
of the world, but in Iceland, it means 
having all traces of summer cruelly 
ripped from your flailing grasp, as you 
plunge headlong into a cold, windy, 
rainy gauntlet of suck. It’s a season that 
actually makes you look forward to the 
relative comfort of winter, and it’s for 
this reason that the Icelandic autumn 
is the villain of the issue.

The hero of the issue this issue is the 
polar bear. Contrary to what you might 
think, given the preponderance of large 
stuffed polar bears in front of tourist 
shops, there are no polar bears in Ice-
land. When they do arrive on our fair 
shores, we shoot them and kill them, 
and then let biologists do who-knows-
what to their corpses. The practice is 
baffling to many folks, Icelanders in-
cluded, as many communities elsewhere 
in the world who live even closer to po-
lar bears more often than not just shoot 
them with tranquiliser darts, and then 
airlift them to a more agreeable setting. 
And given how polar bears are officially 
classified as “vulnerable,” with a habi-
tat that continues to shrink thanks to 
climate change, who can really blame 
them for swimming to Iceland in search 
of a better life? Polar bears deserve a lot 
better than Icelanders give them, and 
it’s for this reason that the polar bear is 
the hero of the issue.

Polar  
Bears

The Icelandic 
Autumn

Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir

“So, Where 
Are You 
From?”

Most of us will recognise the common 
conversation opener, often used as a 
handy ice-breaker in awkward situa-
tions, or even as to express genuine 
interest into another’s background: 
“So, where are you from?” However, 
for me, as a mixed-race Icelander with 
darker skin than most and thick curly 
hair, I find that the question “Where 
are you from?” is weighted heavy with 
certain expectations, prejudices and 
preconceived ideas of my cultural 
background. Most of all, people who 
ask me where I’m from, rarely expect 
the answer “I’m from Iceland.”

The black sheep of the 
family

When asked by friends from abroad to 
describe what a typical Icelander looks 
like, I usually say blonde beautiful 
women and tall bearded men; at least, 
that’s the stereotype. But mixed into 
the herd you’ll find the black sheep: 
mixed-ethnicity Icelanders, the chil-
dren of immigrants. However, this is 
not to say that these individuals can’t 
consider themselves Icelandic solely 
because their appearance doesn’t tick 
the many boxes associated with the 
Icelandic stereotype. As one of these 
individuals myself, with an Icelandic 
father and a British Jamaican moth-
er, I find that my appearance often 
sparks several questions—even about 
my belonging.
 I’ve lived in Iceland for the majority 
of my life, and my connection with my 

Icelandic nationality is much deeper 
than my connection with any other 
cultural background I can claim. I’m 
fluent in Icelandic, I attended primary 
school in Reykjavík and I completed 
my exams at Kvennaskólinn í Reykja-
vík. I thoroughly enjoy camping dur-
ing the summer and taking a dip in 
the thermal pools during the winter. 
I sit outside on the balcony soaking 
in the sun even though it’s only 12°, 
because as every Icelander will know, 
that is what we call summer. And of 
course, my heart was full of pride and 
joy when the national men’s football 
team achieved amazing success dur-
ing this summer’s European Champi-
onships. However, it seems as though 
my sense of Icelandic identity isn’t 
quite enough, as I am questioned by 

fellow Icelanders about my cultural 
heritage on a weekly basis, sometimes 
even daily.

No, really, I’m from 
Iceland

It is safe to say that the answer people 
are looking for is not “I’m Icelandic.” 
But it is the correct answer. I am from 
Iceland. I may be from elsewhere as 
well, but my sense of Icelandic nation-
ality is a defining part of my charac-
ter. Why should my dual heritage or 
different appearance dilute my Icelan-
dic identity? “Yes, but where are you 
from?”, people continue, as though my 
answer hadn’t met their prejudiced 
expectations. Assumptions of my for-
eign background override my claim 
to be Icelandic, and I find myself try-
ing to justify my Icelandic nationality 
by explaining my family’s heritage. 
Yes, it is correct that my Icelandic 
heritage only extends through one of 
my parents. However, I identify the 
most with my Icelandic cultural back-
ground, and I am proud to call Iceland 
my home.
 Maybe I should be thankful, for the 
curiosity of the strangers who ask me 
this question. Maybe I should consider 
it a compliment that my appearance is 
so intriguing. I understand that this 
question doesn’t come with bad inten-
tions—well, not always. Yet no Ice-
lander would ask me this question if 
they considered me to be as Icelandic 
as they are. It is as though my pres-
ence is too confusing; the colour of 
my skin says foreign, but the accuracy 
of my Icelandic says native. Therefore, 
people feel the need to categorise me, 
to pinpoint where I belong.
 In a sense, asking me where I’m 
from is like asking a zebra if it is black 
or white. My answer will never satisfy 
those who have preconceived ideas 
about my cultural heritage. However, 
despite the good and bad intentions of 
those who ask me where I’m from, the 
question has made me question my 
own identity on a daily basis, and it 
has made me more aware and sure of 
who I am as a person. As the Icelandic 
community grows and becomes in-
creasingly international and diverse, 
the concept of Icelandic nationality 
is also changing. I put forward that 
we consider ourselves and others as 
Icelandic not by physical appearance, 
but by culture. After all, what does it 
matter where I’m from anyway?

“Why should  
my dual heritage  
or the difference  

of my appearance  
dilute my Icelandic 

identity?”

ANALYSIS
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150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND

THIS IS IT 2016
WELCOME

HÚSAVÍK

Visit The Gentle Giants
up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY Reykjavík

Akureyri
Húsavík

“surpassed our expectations”

 September 21st 2016
We decided to attend whale watching trip and it was for us one of the best 
 experience in Iceland. We saw lot of big whales from short distance for more 
then one hour because captain, still moved boat and try to followed movements 
of whales. 
Our guide Daniel González was perfect. He reacted really fast and show lot of 
whales, so we could see whales. He also predicted and knew when the whales is 
going to breathe to the surface, so we could see whole whale. Guide´s (Daniel´s) 
knowledge about nature is huge and scientific. He spoke about whales with 
passion and let us knew lot of interesting detailes. He also answered plenty 
of  question from visitors. I think his work is huge additional value in whale 
 watching trip.
We were satisfied with this trip and its surpassed our expectations.

 September 21st 2016 September 21st 2016

“Whales cooperated today!”

 September 20th 2016
Very efficiently handled requiring only 15 min arrival prior to sailing. On board we 
received flotation suits that were warm against the morning chill. Our wooden 
whale watch easily held the 30 or so watchers n took only about 40 min to reach 
area where whales were traditionally found in the bay. We saw plenty of Hump-
back whales on r 2+ hour trip. The wooden ship though bigger allowed space to 
move around. Other boats like zodiacs could get a little closer to whales restricted 
passengers to their seats. 
Attentive booking staff allowed us to move r booking then move it back when 
weather turned bad.

 September 20th 2016 September 20th 2016

Tel. +354 464 1500 · www.gentlegiants.is · info@gentlegiants.is
MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION

THE ORIGINALSTHE ORIGINALS
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Ever tasted fresh scallops straight from the sea? If not, 
"VikingSushi Adventure" is the right boat tour for you. 
Seafood doesn’t come any fresher than this!

 www.seatours.is
tel. +354 433 2254

 

 

BOOK
ONLINE

AND SAVE

10% 
FAMILY

DISCOUNT

A bird & nature watching tour 
for the whole family all year round

THE VIKINGSUSHI 
ADVENTURE TOUR

Ever tasted fresh scallops straight from the sea? If not, 
"VikingSushi Adventure" is the right boat tour for you. 
Seafood doesn’t come any fresher than this!

Pop music clock-
pu ncher  Ju s t i n 
Bieber returned to 
Iceland, this time 

to perform in concert, and the re-
sponse was decidedly underwhelm-
ing. Numerous attendees, including 
Grapevine contributor Hannah Jane 
Cohen, noted that Bieber lip-synched 
throughout the performance, and 
didn’t even display dance moves that 
would justify the occasional canned 
vocal track. Adding insult to injury, 
Bieber also released another music 
video displaying characteristically 
careless behaviour in the Icelandic 
countryside; most notably by once 
again having dancers clambering and 
jumping up and down on fragile moss 
heaths, which can take years to repair 
themselves. It’s pretty safe to say that 
few would miss him if he decided to 
ignore the country from here on out.

Polar bears. You can see stuffed 
versions of these creatures all over 
downtown Reykjavík, so you may 
be surprised to learn that there are 
no polar bears living in Iceland. 
And we mean that quite literally—
when they do manage to swim their 
way to our shores, we hunt and kill 
them immediately. This has drawn 
harsh criticism from former as-
sistant professor at Yale University 
Dr. Birgir Guðjónsson, who wrote 
a column for Fréttablaðið wonder-
ing why Icelandic authorities have 
not followed the example shown in 
communities that get even more 
frequent visits from polar bears: 
tranquilise, capture, and relocate. 
Until such time as Iceland follows 
this lead, bear in mind that the big 
white furry creatures you see on 
Laugavegur do not represent native 
Icelandic fauna. 
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Circling 
Back
One American commemorates  
his family’s life in Iceland

The American military presence in 
Iceland goes back to the middle of 
WW2, and there are many Americans 
who can trace their family history 
back to the US naval base in Keflavík. 
Russ Sims is one of these Americans. 
His father, Commander Russell Sims, 
Jr., was not only stationed here, from 
1967 to 1969, he was also the executive 
officer of the base itself. In July of 1969, 
he crash-landed a US Navy R4D-6 at the 
former runway in Þorshöfn, northeast 
Iceland—there were no fatalities, but 
the wreckage is still there and, some 47 
years later, Russ and his wife Jo Anne 
came back to Iceland to honour Rus-
sell’s memory with a commemorative 
plaque at the wreckage itself. 
 We caught up with Russ as he and 
Jo Anne traveled around the country, 
bringing back a flood of memories 
for him. He also shared with us some 
incredible photos of Iceland, past and 
present.

Tell our readers a little bit about Russell 
W. Sims, Jr.
My father was a driven man. He start-
ed in the Navy as a 17-year-old sailor. 
He didn't have a college education, but 
moved up the ranks to become an offi-
cer. He flew blimps escorting convoys 
out of New York, flying partway across 
the ocean while keeping an eye out for 
German subs. He then flew Lockheed 
P2Vs, the precursor to the modern P3s, 
which are now at Keflavík. He flew 
those for many years. We were living 
in Newfoundland in the 1960s, and 
he would regularly fly between New-
foundland and Iceland, looking for 
Russian subs in the North Atlantic. He 
worked his way up to full Commander, 
and was the executive officer in charge 
of the US Navy base in Keflavík. We 
moved there in August 1967, and lived 
on the base until August 1969.  

What were some of your memories of 
"everyday Iceland" at this time?
Well, first let me say we came from 
South Texas. We came off the plane in 
late July, looked out across the land-
scape under this grey, overcast sky, and 

I said, "Dad, how did you screw up so 
badly to get this assignment?" It ended 
being the most exciting, most pleasur-
able experience my whole family had. I 
was a junior and senior in high school, 
and dad was the executive officer of 
the base, and with that comes what 
you might call a very demanding situa-
tion. Being military, the attitude was, "If 
you can't manage your kids, how can you 
manage the base?" All the officers had 
to be very aware of our behaviour in the 
community, because we were represen-
tatives of the United States. But it was 
a wonderful experience. Our mother 
picked up a keychain from Iceland that 
I still carry with me. So it was a very 
important place in our lives. 

I realise these are emotional memories, 
but tell us what went down on the day 
in question.
I was working at the gas station that 
summer. I came home one day and he 
was sitting on the couch, and that's 
not like him. He normally worked late 
hours. And he was sitting there with 
this look on his face, like he'd just seen 
God. A deer-in-the-headlights expres-
sion. [The crash] was his error but 
crosswinds contributed to the crash. 
Dad used to say that any landing you 
can walk away from was a good land-
ing, but it was obvious his pride was 
hurt. He was quiet, and he's not usu-
ally a quiet man.

What led you to want to come back and 
revisit the scene?
We left in the summer of '69, but we 
had been back before. We came back 
in 1994 with our son Brian, because we 
wanted him to experience what we had 
experienced (my wife actually lived 
across the street from me on the base, 
although we didn't date at the time). I 
mean, if it wasn't for Iceland, my wife 
and I wouldn't have met.   

So the wreckage is sitting on someone's 
farm right now?
Yes, it's on someone's farm, and the 
farmer doesn't want people traipsing 
all over his property. Which I fully un-
derstand. The locals have been pretty 
concerned about tourist traffic, and 
have been thinking of different things 
they could do with the wreckage, like 
maybe move it closer to the road. But 
they'll figure something out I'm sure. 

And how did it feel putting up this 
commemorative plaque?
It was emotional given my feelings 
toward my father, who was a great ac-
complished man. This memorial is not to 
celebrate the crash landing but to honour 
his career, and a part of our family that re-
mains in Iceland. Something very close to 
our hearts.
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After a few minutes watching the 
speech of US political activist and 
Harvard Law professor Lawrence Les-
sig at the Nordic House earlier this 
month, I felt disappointed again. It is 
really surprising for me. I come from 
a country, Catalonia and Spain, where 
there are protests every day against 
this aberrant global economic system 
called capitalism. It is disappointing 
to hear once again that Icelanders are 
supposed to lead a global democratic 
revolution, which will show the rest 
of the world the way, as if everyone 
was was lost, waiting for Icelanders to 
guide us, contrary to all evidence.
 In the final part of Lessig’s speech, 
members of all the opposition parties 
present, and the audience in turn, felt flat-
tered with these sugary compliments:
 If the next chapter of the story would 
be that the opposition parties here agree 
to make this change fundamental [pass-
ing the constitutional draft of 2011], then 
that too would be an extraordinary sur-
prising next step in the story about how 
democracy in Iceland had worked.
 I think you need a constitution, but I 
don’t really argue for this because of what 
you need. I think we citizens of the world 
need an example of democracy working. 
And the reason we need you to do this 
is—and I’m sure it would make your 
democracy to work better—that it would 
make the possibility of democracy around 
the world seem hopeful again.
 And we can take this story all around 
the world and say “we can learn and fol-
low the lead that happens here.”
 I’m sure these kind of messages 
cheer up many Icelandic activists who 
are working hard to convince the popu-
lation of this island to support the new 
constitution and finally replace the 
old one of 1944 (inspired by a Danish 
constitution written at the end of 19th 
century). But let’s be realistic. We, 
the citizens of the world, don’t need 
any example of democracy; we know 

exactly what democracy is. What we 
need is to fight against this economic 
system that interferes with our pub-
lic institutions and social rights. We 
need to fight in our countries and to 
join international social and political 
movements; not to follow the lead of a 
country that, even if it passes the new 
constitution written in the summer 
of 2011, will still be an outstanding 
example of fierce capitalism.
 By listening to the words of Lessig, 
I get the impression that he (and by 
extension, we) need Iceland as a part of 
his (our) marketing strategy to spread 
around the globe this beautiful mod-
ern saga about how great democracy 
is in Iceland. Taking into account the 
absolute ignorance of world citizens 
about Icelandic society, culture and 
history, nobody will suspect anything 
suspicious about this fancy and lovely 
story that tells how common people 
in Iceland wrote a new constitution, 
crowdsourced over the internet, and 
changed the world. Trust me, we al-
ready have thousands of deluded Ice-
landophiles within social movements 
in the south of Europe and all around 
the planet; we don’t need more.
 A globally known political activist 
comes to Iceland with a message close 
to “I don’t really care what your new 
constitution says or if it will provide a 
real chance to reform the current eco-
nomic system. What I want is that you 
pass this law, and then I will make sure 
that this story is told all around the 
world by pointing out that you are ex-
traordinary people and that we should 
all follow you.” My main concern is that 
local activists agree and feel comfort-
able with this idea.
 I don’t want to be the one that ruins 
the party, but I think as independent 
journalists we have the important role 
in society of bothering everyone, with 
no exceptions. So, here are some facts 
that can really bother those who be-
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lieve that Iceland is a unique place that 
leads a global revolution:

1. The constitutional draft of 2011 
was written through a really inter-
esting participation process that 
doesn’t include any article that pro-
vides Iceland with an alternative to 
capitalism. Participation processes 
guaranteed by the constitution are 
the most revolutionary aspect we can 
find in the constitutional draft of 2011, 
especially if we compare it with the 
constitution of 1944. But this aspect is 
not unique in the world. Countries like 
Switzerland, Estonia, Ireland, Greece 
and Ecuador, just to mention few, have 
been working lately on giving power 
of decision to citizens, more or less 
successfully.

2. To complete the aforementioned 
changes, we must admit that the 
Icelandic constitutional draft is not 
a revolutionary one. At this point it is 
interesting to remember articles like 
Article 35 of the French Declaration of 
the Rights of Man of 1793: “When the 
government violates the rights of the 
people, insurrection is for the people 
and for each portion of the people the 
most sacred of rights and the most 
indispensable of duties.” That’s a truly 
revolutionary article. I just wanted to 
share it to put the Icelandic constitu-
tional draft in historic context.

3. Many local municipalities all 
around the world, with a population 
smaller, equal to or larger than the 
population of Iceland, are already ex-
perimenting with direct democracy.

4. The main pro-constitutional 
change party in the polls nowadays 
is the Pirate Party (second position 
after the traditional right-wing In-
dependence Party), a political or-
ganization that admits that it is not 

anti-capitalist and that has mem-
bers of both left and right ideologi-
cal inclinations.

5. Icelanders are held up as an exam-
ple, supposedly the only country in 
the world where bankers have been 
jailed and political leaders judged. 
Well, I can talk about Spain. The for-
mer director of the IMF, banker, Finan-
cial Minister and Vice President of the 
central government in Spain, Rodrigo 
Rato, is now facing a trial and possible 
sentence of four years in prison. Luis 
Bárcenas, treasurer of the main politi-
cal party in Spain, Partido Popular, has 
been in jail for 19 months and is now 
awaiting a final verdict. I could follow 
with dozens of politicians and some 
bankers that are under judiciary in-
vestigation in Spain. But what’s clear, 
dear Icelanders, is that you are not the 
only country in the world prosecut-
ing politicians and bankers. We must 
keep in mind that members of the elite 
spending a few months or years in a 
minimum security jail is not going 
to change any of the rules of our eco-
nomic and political system.
 
That being said—and I really hope 
that nobody took what I wrote too 
personally—I encourage all Iceland-
ers to believe in a better world and to 
stop thinking (just in case you did) 
that you are the leaders of any global 
movement; to work closely togeth-
er and learn from social movements 
worldwide that are fighting for the 
same goals as you: a fully democratic 
system where the needs and rights of 
its people are, by law, more important 
than the demands of capital and inter-
national free markets.

Èric Lluent is a journalist based in Cata-
lonia and the author of ‘Iceland 2013: A 
Story Of Deception’.
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Next month, Iceland’s parliamentary 
election will come a bit earlier than 
usual. Thanks in large part to last 
April’s Panama Papers leak, and the 
ensuing protests, Icelanders will vote 
for their next government on October 
29, instead of May 2017. The results 
of numerous polls over the past few 
months, from various sources, show 
it’s highly likely that—whatever the 
result—the country is due for some 
significant changes in Parliament. And 
there may be more civil unrest in store.

The odd couple
As things stand now, Iceland’s Par-
liament spans a spectrum from left 
to right. The (centre-right) Progres-
sive Party and the (right wing) Inde-
pendence Party comprise the ruling 
coalition, while the (politically am-
biguous) Pirate Party, the (left wing) 
Left-Greens, the (centre-left) Social 
Democrats and (centrist) Bright Fu-
ture comprise the opposition. This 
is very likely to change utterly come 
November.

 Polls from Market and Media Re-
search, Gallup, Fréttablaðið/Stöð 2 
and others have, for the past several 
months now, shown similar patterns 
of support: the Pirate Party—who cur-
rently only have three seats in Parlia-
ment—and the Independence Party 
are far and away the largest parties in 
the country, and are currently hover-
ing at similar levels of support. While 
the Pirates had dominated the polls for 
a year from March 2015, their numbers 
have been in steady decline since this 
spring. At the same time, the Progres-
sive Party is steadily shrinking. The 
Left-Greens are the second-largest op-
position party in the country, with some 
recent modest growth, while the Social 
Democrats are in decline. Bright Future 
are all but wiped out. 
 Adding more variables to the mix 
is Viðreisn, a centre-right party that 
formed earlier this year. Despite 
not having any seats in Parliament, 
they’ve managed to tie with, or sur-
pass, Bright Future, the Progressives 
and the Social Democrats. In addition, 
two prominent members of the Inde-

pendence Party—former party vice 
chair Þorgerður Katrín Gunnarsdóttir 
and former Prime Minister Þorsteinn 
Pálsson—have joined the new party. 
This, and other factors, could signifi-
cantly hurt the Independence Party. 
But we’ll get to that in a bit.

What kind of Parliament 
will we get?

If the current polling numbers are re-
flected in the election results, we are 
left with two very possible options—
and neither of them is likely to be tak-
en with a shrug.
 The first option is a ruling coalition 
of the Pirate Party and the Indepen-
dence Party. Mathematically, it makes 
sense, as they are currently the only 
two parties that could comprise a two-
party coalition with a solid majority 
of parliamentary seats, and having a 
two-party ruling coalition is consid-
ered a solid, stable government in Ice-
land. Ideologically, things get more 
complicated.
 Pirate Party captain Birgitta Jóns-

dóttir has publicly stated that she con-
siders it out of the question that these 
two parties could ever find enough in 
common to form a joint platform—the 
lynchpin of any ruling coalition. At 
the same time, other Pirates that the 
Grapevine has spoken to have been 
quick to emphasise that Birgitta’s po-
sition doesn’t represent the views of 
the entire Pirate Party. The party itself 
hasn’t released a statement on this 
matter, but remain emphatic in their 
contention that they’re neither right 
wing nor left wing; in fact, they con-
sider the concepts of right and left to 
be obsolete in today’s politics. 
 However, the Pirates do represent a 
big change to the existing order—and 
it doesn’t get more status quo than the 
Independence Party. As such, this co-
alition would be difficult to form, not 
least of all without sparking outrage 
amongst Pirate Party voters.
 The other option would be a coali-
tion of three or even more parties. 
This is not unprecedented in Icelandic 
politics, but is generally regarded as a 
stop-gap solution, or even a sign of a 
crisis. For about fifteen years—from 
the mid-1970s until 1991—Iceland 
went through a series of multi-party 
coalitions. This period was dubbed 
the Stjónarkreppa (“the government 
crisis”). In fact, a large part of the ad-
miration former Independence Party 
chair Davíð Oddsson still enjoys is due 
to him having put an end to this crisis: 
namely, by helping ensuring the coun-
try would be ruled by the Indepen-
dence Party and the Progressive Party 
from April 1991 to May 2007. 
 The wildcard in all this is Viðreisn. 
How many votes they can siphon off of 
the Independence Party still remains 
to be seen, but prominent conserva-
tives joining up with these newcomers 
doesn’t bode well for the Independence 
Party. Moreover, primary elections 
within the Independence Party have 
all but eliminated all women from the 
top seats, and conservative women are 
already talking about forming a party 
of their own. With Þorgerður and oth-
ers in Viðreisn, these conservative 
women voters could very well move 
their support Viðreisn’s way. 

Where does this  
leave us?

One should keep in mind that actual 
votes can deviate wildly from polls. 
However, when many different polls 
show very similar numbers, month 
after month, we have a clearer picture 
of which way votes could go. As it is, it 
seems as though no matter what the 
result of next month’s elections, Ice-
land is very likely to have a political cri-
sis on its hands come November, wheth-
er between parliamentary parties, or 
amongst the general public—or both.
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Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“

Puffin
Smoked puffin with blueberries,
croutons, goats cheese, beetroot

Minke whale
Date purée, wakame, teriaky 

“Torched“ Arctic charr
Cucumber, truffle ponzu vinaigrette 

and yuzu mayo

Icelandic roll – 4 pcs
Gravlax roll with Brennivín (Icelandic 

traditional Snaps) and dill. Avokado, mango,
cucumber, dill mayo, rye bread crumble

Market fresh Ling
Miso and yuzu marinated spotted ling 

with zucchini, chorizo, apples 
and Beurre Monté sauce

Rack of icelandic lamb 
Onion purée, slow cooked leeks, 

chimichurri, baked carrot

And to end on a high note ...
Icelandic Skyr

Skyr infused with birch,
berries, white chocolate

crumble, and sorrel granite

7.990 kr.
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“We’re not grass doctors, but we like to read what 
herbs have been used for hundreds of years—what 

the folk medicine says.”

Everything Is Nice 
That Is Green

The Urta Islandica herb company turns  
common plants into a thriving business

Words JOHN ROGERS   Photos ART BICNICK

On the corner of a residential 
street in Hafnarfjörður sits a little 
shop called Urta Islandica. Inside 
the clean, white-tiled space stand 
shelves upon shelves of colourful 
oils, pungent teas in brown paper 
packs, and flavoured salts. All of 
them are made with ingredients 
drawn from Icelandic nature.
 It turns out that Urta Islandica 
is a family business, based in the 
ground floor of the family home. 
“We started six years ago,” says 
Guðbjörg Lára Sigurðardóttir, 
who works in the office. “My mom 
started studying herbs in 2008, 
then in 2010 she started the store. 
There were two unpaid employ-
ees to begin with. Now we have 
sixteen employees, not including 
our pickers. They’re all around the 
country, picking blueberries, arc-
tic thyme, angelica, mushrooms, 
and all the other things we use.” 

Creative labour
Guðbjörg’s mother is Þóra Þóris-
dóttir, formerly a visual artist 
and art historian. After the crash 
of 2008 she found herself with 
less work, and decided to get cre-

ative. “It was a question of creat-
ing value from unused materials,” 
says Þóra. “I was using the same 
thinking as in visual arts: that 
everything is possible, that trying 
new combinations is good, and to 
think about colour, appearance, 
and history.”
 Some of Urta Islandica’s prod-
ucts are based on traditional 
knowledge of the health benefits 
of Icelandic plants. But part of the 
appeal is also in the unusual fla-
vour combinations. “It’s tradition-
al to drink herbal tea,” says Þóra, 
“but we tried a lot of new things. 
We read a lot about the herbs—to 
see if they do something good for 
you, and aren’t harmful in any 
way. Because herbs can be harm-
ful, like medicine.”
 While Þóra doesn’t claim to 
have medical expertise, she does 
have a strong interest in how wild 
plants can be used for health. “We 
know a lot of things, and that’s a 
part of it, but we’re not grass doc-
tors,” she explains. “Lots of plants 
are well known in herbal medi-
cine as anti-inflammatories and 
so on. But northern herbs are less 
known. Icelandic herbs have simi-

lar properties, but they aren’t in 
the books. So we like to read what 
herbs have been used for hundreds 
of years, and find out what the folk 
medicine says.”

Expanding, preserving
The business continues to grow, 
currently employing 40 pickers 
to collect ingredients for over 200 
products, with a new production 
facility under construction in Ke-
flavík. And as it expands, it takes 
on new aspects, such as the col-
lection and preservation of tradi-
tional knowledge. 
 “I’ve put together a book of 
knowledge on what herb combi-
nations people find to work,” says 
Guðbjörg. “We noticed that most 
of our pickers were born between 
1930-40. They were all old people! 
So I thought, ‘Where will all that 
knowledge go, when they are 
gone?’ So, we’ve been putting it all 
down, to teach the next generation 
about the plants, and preserve 
that knowledge for the future.”

 SHARE: 
  gpv.is/urb15
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The key word  in 
“Reykjavík Interna-
tional Film Festival” 
is “International.” 
Ever y yea r,  R I F F 
opens a window be-
tween Iceland and 
world cinema, im-
porting a diverse 
l i neup of foreig n 

arthouse films and documentaries 
to local audiences looking to expand 
the borders of their minds. Icelandic 
features may set their sights on pres-
tigious festivals abroad, but at home, 
stripped of subtitles, they’re commer-
cial propositions.
 Festivalgoers looking to dive into 
the Icelandic film scene can, however, 
turn their attention to RIFF’s shorts. 
Short films can make or break a ca-
reer—herald the arrival of a significant 
new talent, or sink without a trace—but 
you won’t see them in theatrical release. 
Festival audiences have the rare privi-
lege of taking a chance on shorts, and 
indeed this year’s RIFF features three 
programs of Icelandic shorts (two fic-
tion programs and one nonfiction). 

 The Icelandic filmmakers of RIFF 
are of different ages, and their roads 
to directing their calling-card shorts 
have wound variously through film 
school in Iceland, Europe and North 
America; through sets for artistic and 
commercial gigs; through acting roles 
on stage and screen. So, we asked them 
about their experiences, from inspira-
tion to production to the future, to get 
a snapshot of the Icelandic film indus-
try as it exists for emerging auteurs. 

We spoke to:

-Nanna Kristín Magnúsdóttir, an 
actress and producer who got her start 
with the Vesturport theatre collective, 
and whose ‘Cubs’, her second short 
film, stars her frequent collaborator 
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson as a single dad 
hosting a sleepover. “The status of 
single fathers and possible prejudice 
towards them was the core inspiration 
for the story,” Nanna told us. “Mistrust 
is getting more striking in modern 
society and of course in many cases 
justly so. It’s good to take precautions 

but let’s remember human kindness 
and not judge the book by its cover.”
-Tinna Hrafnsdóttir, an actress mak-
ing her directorial debut with ‘Helga’, 
about a single mother remembering an 
act of tenderness from her own child-
hood. The film was based on a story 
told to Tinna by another woman, she 
tells us, and is “a story of how we some-
times are busy with so many things 
that don’t really matter, of how we lose 
sight of what is the most important 
thing in life, which to me is connec-
tion and love.”
-Rúnar Ingi Einarsson, who’s helmed 
music videos and advertisements (in-
cluding that tearjerker “Chez Louis” 
ad for IcelandAir), and whose short 
‘Apology’, about a school janitor, “was 
in many ways built around the theme 
of humiliation.”
-Katrín Björgvinsdóttir, now attend-
ing film school in Denmark, whose 
short ‘Best Friends Forever and Ever’, 
concerns the bond between two room-
mates.  
-Eyþór Jóvinsson, a student at the 
Icelandic Film School, whose fourth 
short film, ‘Playing By Ear’, adapts a 

Þórarinn Eldjárn story about family 
ties and musical instruments.
-Anna Gunndís Guðmundsdóttr, an 
MFA candidate in filmmaking at NYU, 
whose short 'I Can’t Be Seen Like This' 
was inspired in part by her relation-
ship with one of her sisters.
-Ísak Hinriksson, a young Icelan-
dic actor whose first short, ‘Alone?’, 
concerns a retired corrections officer 
and a surprise Christmas guest—the 
story’s echoes with a viral 2012 news 
story are “a fun coincidence,” he says.

On film school and 
learning on the job...

“I went to Vancouver Film School for 
scriptwriting. I also took a course at 
NYFA in filmmaking. But working in 
the business taught me a lot. As an 
actress I’ve worked with numerous 
directors who all have their own style 
and approach. Their work inspires me. 
I’m now finding my own voice as a di-
rector and the urge for stories I want to 
tell. It comes very naturally.”

 Nanna Kristín
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“My experience as an actress has 
taught me a lot about how everything 
works during the filmmaking process. 
It is also a great benefit to be an actor 
when it comes to directing other ac-
tors. I watch movies a lot and by simply 
watching films you can learn so many 
things about storytelling.
 “My leap to directing started when 
I went to an extremely good university 
scriptwriting course led by two very 
talented directors, Hafsteinn Gunnar 
Sigurðsson and Árni Óli Ásgeirsson. 
They taught me a lot and inspired 
me to keep on writing. A year later 
my script was chosen to be a part of a 
workshop held by [local co-operative] 
Klapp Film Production, where we were 
taught all the basic steps in making a 
short film.”

 Tinna

“My first job on a film set was when 
I was seventeen. It was a commercial 
production and I got hired as a pro-
duction assistant. I got the job because 
the director of the commercial was 
then renting my dad’s apartment and 
my dad, knowing I was deeply into 
filmmaking, just asked if I could help 
out on any of his commercials. That 
became the two toughest days of my 
life at the time, as I wanted nothing 
more than to prove myself. I worked 
relentlessly in every department, car-
rying sandbags, assisting the grip and 
electricians while also doing whatever 
needed in the production. Years later, 
that production company, Pegasus, 
signed me as one of their commercial 
directors.
 “Directing in the commercial pro-
duction industry here opened up for 
me to direct internationally. Work-
ing a lot abroad and domestically has 
helped me immensely in developing 
what I want to say and how I like to 
work. What was helpful in Iceland was 
the trust agencies would give me to 
develop concepts and scripts.”

 Rúnar Ingi

“I got a call from a friend of my father 
who was going to make a television 
series and had heard that my biggest 
dream in life was to work on a film set. 
He asked me if I wanted a job as a run-
ner on the show and I said yes. At the 
end of the phone call he asked me if I 
had a driver’s license, which I did not 
have, but I promised him that I would 
know how to drive when we started 
shooting. Then I found the phonebook 
(long time ago, you know) and called 
the first drivering instructor I found. 
I had like four major accidents dur-
ing this production, crashed three 
cars and ruined a lot of lives but never 
actually got fired. After that I kept on 
working in different productions and 
I really liked the atmosphere in the 
business. I made some friends and 
finally starting making some stuff of 
my own.
 “I finally decided to apply for film 
school when I was working as a pro-
ducer at an advertising agency in 
Reykjavík. I guess getting paid every 
month made me realize that I needed 
something else in my life so I opened 
up a bottle of wine, wrote a script and 
made a film which was something that 
had been on my to-do list since I was 
fourteen but which I was always too 
afraid to do.”

 Katrín

“I was the producer for my f irst 
film, some five years ago; that came 
around when some of my friends 
wanted to make a short, and needed 
some ‘money guy’ to help them out. 
Even though none of us had any ex-
perience we made three 30-min-
ute films. Then I asked them if they 
would help me to make one short that 
I wanted to make. That film, ‘Sker’ 
became a success, and after that was 
no turning back.”

 Eyþór

“I had this dream of living in America 
since I was a kid. The US has many of 
the best films schools in the world and 
if I was going to invest so much time 
and money I only wanted to get the 
best education possible.
 Before I went to NYU I studied act-
ing at the Iceland Art Academy. My 
class was way smaller and the school 
was demanding but nothing compared 
to NYU. You can’t really prepare for the 
hard work, long days and lack of sleep 
you have to face in grad school. I feel 
like I’ve been on a ghost roller coaster 
for the past three years!”

 Anna Gunndís

“I acted in the theater as a child and as 
I got older I began to get roles in some 
films. I think I probably got my first 
role after somebody rang and asked 
me to act. You could call that my ‘film 
school.’”

 Ísak

On the challenges and 
rewards of working in 

Iceland…

“The biggest challenge is funding. 
That’s material for a whole new inter-

view. In the case of ‘Cubs’ it blessedly 
worked out in the end with a couple of 
strong production companies behind 
me. 
 “The benefits are that it’s a small 
environment and the people in the 
business are used to working very 
closely with each other, almost as a 
family. It makes the process of film-
making more enjoyable but also prac-
tical, the communication is clear and 
simple.”

 Nanna Kristín

“Nowadays I’m not as concerned as I 
was about a lack of support for female 
filmmakers, although things still need 
to change. Female filmmakers have 
now strongly opened the discussion 
about gender discrimination, both 
here in Iceland and worldwide, and 
what I sense is that people are more 
aware of the situation and want to 
change it—both women and men.
 “The filmmaking environment in 
Iceland is like an ‘if there is a will, 
there is a way’ kind of atmosphere. I 
felt when I was making ‘Helga’ that so 
many people are willing to lend a hand 
and help those out who are just taking 
their first steps.”

 Tinna

“‘Playing by Ear’ is not fully funded, in 
the sense that we hardly paid any sala-
ries, and I had to spend my own money 
on the production. But hopefully I will 
be able to sell it to get at least some of 
the money back. Mostly I look at the 
film as a ticket to the larger industry.
 “The benefits are how small the in-
dustry is. Everybody knows everybody, 
so you can just pick up your phone if 
you need anything.”

 Eyþór

“The biggest challenge is to evoke peo-
ple’s interest in watching your film. 
I financed the film myself: I saved 
money for the film for one year and 
didn’t spend much in the meantime.”

 sak

“I think the first challenge is always 
on a personal level. What is it that I 
want to say? Why do I want to say it? 
And then convincing everyone else 
around you why they should team up 
for no money.
 “I think the culture on film sets in 
all honesty is not that much different 
in America, Spain, Ireland, Sweden 
or wherever. It all comes down to the 
chemistry that is built on the set by the 
producers and directors. If anything 
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sets crews in Iceland apart from the 
rest of the world it’s probably that they 
deal on a regular basis with situations 
where unpredictable weather and un-
forgiving nature plays a huge factor in 
the production.”

 Rúnar Ingi 

“The thing that really stands out is 
how long the days are in Iceland. Ev-
ery shooting day is twelve hours and 
then almost everybody has to prepare 
for the next day. It’s really terrible. 
You are so tired and unhappy almost 
all of the time. When you’ve finished 
your day’s work you have two hours 
at the most. But you can only choose 
one thing. Eat, watch something, talk 
to somebody, have one beer or more 
than six hours of sleep. It’s kind of 
like prison or something. Now I live 
in Denmark where you can only shoot 
for like eight hours a day. That’s also 
kind of terrible and annoying be-
cause you can’t get a lot done in eight 
hours.”

 Katrín

“Every film crew I have worked with 
in Iceland is male-dominated; you can 
easily guess the roles of the women 
in the industry and that simply has 
to change. Women can carry an Alexa 

and hook up some monitors just like 
any other guy. Cameras are still heavy 
but nothing compared to the film cam-
eras loaded with 1000 ft. of film that 
very few are still shooting on now. I’m 
hoping to meet more Icelandic female 
Directors of Photography and crew 
members on my journey in the com-
ing years. 
 “As an actress in Iceland I’ve done 
things that would never have been al-
lowed in America without insurance 
and a stunt coordinator. Sex scenes 
should also be discussed and choreo-
graphed with actors before shooting 
but that has never been the case that 
I’ve observed here. The freedom in Ice-
landic filmmaking is wonderful but no 
film is worth dying for.
 “Making films in New York is in-
sanely expensive, and I wanted to 
make the film in Icelandic—I simply 
couldn’t picture it anywhere else. I 
crowdfunded 'I Can’t Be Seen Like 
This' on Karolina Fund. But fund-
ing doesn’t only come from money, it 
comes from all kinds of favors from 
kind people who wanted to support the 
project in different ways, from my dad 
picking up my crew from the airport to 
my sister feeding us with the spiciest 
soup on earth.” 

 Anna Gunndís

On casting and 
collaborating…

“Me and Helgi Björns [the famous Ice-
landic singer and actor who appears 
in ‘Playing by Ear’] are both from the 
Westfjörds. We meet some years ago 
in a pub over there, and he knew I 
was starting to make films, and he 
asked me to put him in one of my films 
someday—more like a joke, he wanted 
a cameo. So, when I was casting, I gave 
him a call and reminded him of that 
chat we had over a beer. And then it 
was a done deal.”

 Eyþór

“I learned that I never want to do it 
again without a full-time producer by 
my side. Shooting in January with four 
hours of daylight and rapidly changing 
weather situation was a challenge with 
my crew coming from America with jet 
lag. One of the exterior scenes we had 
to shoot in I think five different days 
because of light and changing weather 
conditions. Fireworks in January also 
ruins your sound. And convincing my 
Argentinian DP to walk on Tjörnin 
on the ice was tough, she thought she 
would die. Well, the ice did break a 

little bit when she stepped on it but 
hey. She survived.   

 Anna Gunndís

“When I’m on set the most important 
thing is good communication. I want 
everybody to feel that they matter, that 
every task, small or big, is important. 
We are in this together and this is our 
project, not just mine.”

 Tinna

“The first thing on my priority list was 
that the crew would have enough to 
eat. As soon as there is enough to eat 
everybody is happy.”

 Ísak

On their hopes for 
their films…

“We did this film for ourselves as a tool 
to become better and find a creative 
working platform that we’d like to de-
velop further. We’re currently working 
on developing a feature-length film 
that would be done in the same man-
ner as ‘Apology’, which helped us shape 
the filmic language we want to use 
and hopefully it gives people an idea 
of what sort of mood they can expect.”

 Rúnar Ingi

“I definitely want to make films in Ice-
land. I feel that the stories that come 
to me all happen in Iceland and I really 
look forward to be able to work at home 
along with all of the people I’ve worked 
with in the past.”

 Katrín

“For the next year or so I will try to get 
the film into some festivals in Iceland 
and around the world, then hopefully 
I will interest some buyers so more 
people will be able to watch it.
 “At the moment I have an appli-
cation at the film fund for a feature 
script I’m working on.”

 Eyþór

 “I absolutely hope to make films in 
Iceland and I have already few projects 
lined up both for writing and direct-
ing. Icelandic filmmaking is blooming 
and I want to be a part of it. That being 
said I’d love to work both in America 
and Europe. Scandinavian TV is really 
inspiring at the moment, I would also 
want to work in LA and possibly the 
indie scene in New York but at the mo-
ment Iceland has opportunities for me 
and I just have to go for them.”

 Anna Gunndís

“I have more ideas than could proceed 
in the next 30 years. I’ve already writ-
ten the script for another short film 
which I plan on shooting next summer 
on the island of Flatey.”

 Ísak

“‘Helga’ is now being submitted to 
other international film festivals and 
I of course hope that something good 
will come out of it. Now I’m in the 
pre-production process of my next 
short film, so I’m aiming to tell more 
stories. My next short film will be co-
produced by Pegasus and my newly 
launched production company Freyja 
Filmwork. I have already started to lay 
the foundation of my first feature and 
that is what I aim for next.”

 Tinna

“RÚV, the Icelandic broadcasting com-
pany, has bought the rights to screen 
‘Cubs’. That’s very important to me 
as the film will then be accessible to 
everyone who wants to see it.
 “My hope for ‘Cubs’ is that it will 
leave a story behind for the audience 
to think over. Hopefully it will inspire 
a good variety of reflections.”

 Nanna Kristín
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The Third Annual 

Icelandic  
Design Awards 

Late last year we told you about the lo-
fi weirdo trip hop act Wesen, consist-
ing of Júlía Hermannsdóttir (from 
the shoegaze band Oyama) and Loji 
Höskuldsson (from Sudden Weather 
Change). They released a new single 
and accompanying video last week 
titled simply "Beach Boys." It con-
tains hazy guitar strumming, lazy 
keys and loads of reverb, with oceanic 
sounds and Júlías breathy monotonic 
voice surfing the waves of sound. It 
has just the right amount of dreamy 
tropical vibes to make you forget about 
that nasty Icelandic autumn that just 
reared its ugly head. The video made 
by Þórir Bogason (of icelandic band 
Just Another Snake Cult) is equally 
surreal and tropical, featuring the duo 
on a digital desert island and singer 

Júlía surfing on a gigantic smartphone 
as if it were a magic carpet. 
 Talking about the beach, one of 
Prins Póló's biggest hits is titled 
"Niðrá Stönd" ("At the Beach"). Recent-
ly the Prins has seemed incapable of 
missteps, charming hipsters and hill-
billies (and of course hillbilly hipsters) 
alike with his effortless blend of wacky 
lyrics, catchy tunes and left field elec-
tro pop sound. His latest effort is 
called "Dúllur" and is a real banger, 
with gritty and pulsating bass and a 
chorus to die for. We look forward to 
dancing our asses off to it at a packed 
dance floor in the near future.
 The futuristic Icelandic all-star 
band Gangly, composed of Sindri Már 
Sigfússon of Sin Fang fame, Jófríður 
Ákadóttir of Samaris and Úlfur Al-

exander Einarsson from Oyama just 
released their first song and video in 
almost two years. "Holy Grounds" is 
their second single to date and like the 
first one, "Fuck With Someone Else," 
Máni Sigfússon made a video for it. 
"Holy Grounds" is built around a heavy 
trap backbeat mixed with beautiful 
haunting vocals and both the song and 
video are exceptional. 
 Reykjavik’s Fufanu are preparing 
for the release of their second album 
and if the first song from it is anything 
to go by we can expect great things 
from the band in the near future. The 
song "Sports" is an elegant krautrock 
anthem with modern emphasis and 
the video was done in one take and has 
a lot of sports in it!

Let’s talk about fruit stickers. Why 
should every piece of fruit have to wear 
its own tiny, gummy, frustratingly del-
icate identity on its skin? Fruit stick-
ers have always been a part of my life, 
I can’t imagine a time without them. 
But they weren’t always a thing. It took 
a designer to point this out to me. And 
now I can’t stop noticing them. 
 Designers notice thing that many 
of us don’t. Design pervades our lives: 
good design improves our entire exis-
tence, bad design gets stuck under our 
fingernails. Recognizing and reward-
ing good design is vital to securing its 
proliferation, which makes all of our 
lives a little bit better. 
 The third annual Icelandic Design 
Award will be announced on October 6! 

The Award was established by the Ice-
landic Design Centre in collaboration 
with the Iceland Academy of Arts and 
the Museum of Design and Applied Art. 
 Two categories are open for nomi-
nated projects: best design and best 
investment in design. The best design 
award is given to a project that dem-
onstrates creativity, good presenta-
tion, and professional process. Last 
year’s award went to the design team 
behind the newly opened Eldheimar—
an interactive exhibition center on the 
Westman Islands. The designers dem-
onstrated exemplary innovation and 
creativity in bringing to life an ambi-
tious project: to reconnect to and honor 
the memory of the 1973 Heimaey erup-
tion. The second award—best invest-

ment in design—was created to recog-
nize a company which has incorporated 
good design into the core of its opera-
tions to “create value and increase com-
petitiveness.” Last year’s award went to 
Össur, Iceland’s world-renowned manu-
facturer of prosthetic limbs.
 This is not a normal talent show. 
Hundreds of nominations are sent 
in every year. Keep an eye out over 
the next couple of weeks as the De-
sign Centre announces its top four 
contenders! Rewarding good design 
should be a collective effort, as it has 
implications for everyone. It’s time to 
start noticing those things you never 
noticed, even those that you wish you 
never had…
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Sweet thang SIN FANG 
released his fourth full-
length album on Sep-
tember 16. The album, 

titled ‘Spaceland’, blasts listeners 
into the synthetic sunset; into a 
space of love lost, dark euphorias, 
and personal confessions. The album 
features cosmic collaborations 
with JÓNSI, SÓLEY, JÓFRÍÐUR 
ÁKADÓTTIR and FARAO. On the 
album’s release page at Morr Music, 
Sin Fang explains that this album was 
made in the headspace “when he felt 
like he was ‘dying all the time.’” The 
sound itself is much more uplifting 
than Sindri describes, though, oscil-
lating between bass-heavy beats 
and high, ethereal vocals.

Speaking of outer space, Icelandic 
rap duo GEIMFARAR dropped a 
new song on their SoundCloud called 
“Hvíti Galdur.” It’s got that classic 
high hat/low bass that you can step 
to on the street and at the bar alike. 
The two stay true rapping only in 
Icelandic, which makes the song a 
listening delight for all parties 
involved. Whether you catch their 
quips or just need something to play 
at work, like while typing the music 
news in brief, for instance… A little 
white magic for the dark days to 
come. 

Júníus Meyvant released a video this 
past week for his track ‘Beat Silent 
Need’ from his debut album, released 
earlier this summer. The album, 
‘Floating Harmonies’ was noted for 
its crisp production, simple melodies, 
and soulful vocals that recall the 
landscapes of his home country. The 
video gives justice to all of these 
qualities by twisting a somewhat 
repetitive song into an action-
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adventure tale, com-
plete with parkouring 
pregnant women and an 
oppressive yoga 

instructor running through the 
streets of suburban Iceland. It’s 
loosely based on one of the Icelandic 
sagas.  Word.

JÓHANN JÓHANNSSON doesn’t 
need words for his latest release. As 
we reported last issue, the con-
temporary composer has been busy 
scoring the new BLADE RUNNER 
movie, but apparently not too busy to 
focus on creating a new solo album. 
‘Orphée’ was released September 16 
via DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON; 
it is his first solo album in six years. 
The track “By the Roes, and by the 
Hinds of the Field” came accom-
panied by a video release as well. 
The whole video is cast in glimmer-
ing nostalgia by an array of blinking 
lamps. Its uncertain time period is 
reminiscent of Jóhann’s own sound, 
new yet nostalgic. 

While we’re on the topic of “greats,” 
EXOS is on a world tour. He’s spent 
the summer playing in the bigtime 
spots like BERGHAIN in Berlin 
and OUTPUT in New York, as well 
as some more exotic locations like 
Cuenca, Quito, and Guayaquil. Do 
you even know where Guayaquil is? 
Well you can ask him yourself, when 
he comes back to Reykjavík for two 
shows in September (before taking 
off to Tbilisi). Exos is one of Iceland’s 
most experienced and respected 
figures in techno. On September 24 
he joins another mastermind of the 
genre—MORITZ VON OSWALD—
for a guaranteed mind-bender of a 
night at NASA. Welcome back, Exos, 
you know what they say: there’s no 
place like house. 

Twelve years ago, Hrönn Marinósdót-
tir started RIFF as a school project. For 
her master’s thesis at Reykjavík Uni-
versity she decided to research what it 
would take for Reykjavík to host a ma-
jor international film festival. Three 
weeks after her graduation, work be-
gan to bring the thesis to fruition. Sev-
enteen films were screened at the in-
augural Reykjavík International Film 
Festival in 2004. 
 This year’s program boasts nearly 
140 films, many of them travelling to 
Reykjavík straight from other major 
film festivals on the global circuit. 
Hrönn has seen her thesis through 
to an extent that she never imagined 
when she began it; and she continues 
to do so, year in and year out. 

The new news 

Before going back to school for her 
MBA, Hrönn worked for many years 
as a journalist at a major Reykjavík 
publication. Her senses are fine-tuned 
to what is topical: what people want 
to hear about and what people should 
hear about. The festival’s program-

mers work hard to make sure the line-
up reflects this. 
 “People are curious,” Hrönn says, 
“but the news is getting shorter and 
shorter. You turn on the news and you 
get an overview of what is happening 
in Syria in one and a half minutes.” To 
give the public a chance to really digest 
the world we are seeing, Hrönn slows 
the clock down. Or, rather, she turns 
it back. “We are giving people the op-
portunity to go to the cinema to get 
the news, like in the past,” she says. 
 This year, films hinging on refugee 
situations and human rights feature 
heavily in the lineup. This undercur-
rent of important global issues pushes 
RIFF into interesting territory. It is 
informative and rooted in the human 
experience, while remaining (as the 
name suggests) a festival. 

Link in the chain

It’s not only about the documentaries. 
Another focus of RIFF is to bring films 
to Iceland that would otherwise not 
make it to screens here, and to put and 
keep Iceland on the map for its film op-

portunities. “Iceland has rich grounds 
for cinema,” Hrönn says. “We have a 
lot of very skilled craftspeople. People 
that are used to working with big Hol-
lywood productions, so it is very easy 
for new filmmakers to come here and 
create very high quality films. Hosting 
RIFF is just another link in the chain 
for establishing Iceland as a real film 
destination.”
 Hrönn believes in her work. She 
speaks with as much passion as I pic-
ture her pitching the original idea 
with to her friends twelve years ago. 
“We have a really genuine group here,” 
she says, gesturing to the humming, 
clicking, buzzing RIFF office on the 
other side of the wall, “the people that 
work here are really motivated by film. 
You have to be. It’s not about the salary, 
we are a non-profit; there is no salary. 
What motivates everyone is feeling 
that what we are doing is important. 
That bringing these films to Iceland is 
important.”
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Didda Jónsdóttir, who has played a 
frizzy-haired, pot-smoking hippie in 
three films by Solveig Anspach, re-
members the first time she met her 
director. It was at the local swimming 
pool, Laugardalslaug, when they were 
both girls.
 Didda and I are talking about 
Solveig’s film ‘The Aquatic Effect’, a 
movie about swimming pools, swim-
ming lessons, lifeguards and life it-
self. The last film by the Iceland-born, 
France-based Solveig, who died of 
cancer last summer after the film’s 
completion, ‘The Aquatic Effect’ will 
be the Opening Night film at this 
year’s Reykjavík International Film 
Festival, on 29 September. Solveig’s 
fi lms feature water, water every-
where, as regular RIFF moviegoers 
remember from 2013’s ‘Lulu in the 
Nude’ (with its evocative, transfor-
mative seaside locations) and 2012’s 
‘Queen of Montreuil’ (whose heroine 
at one point shares a bathtub with a 
sea lion).

 I suggest to Didda that her story of 
Solveig at the pool suggests the heavy 
hand of fate, or at least a very poet-
ic aptness. She avers: “Sometimes I 
think, Wow! Am I making this up?” 
But Didda vividly recalls Solveig’s 
mother, with red hair and freckles, 
like Didda—a kindred spirit, if only 
in the younger bather’s mind. Solveig 
was forever a foreigner: an Icelander 
in the Parisian suburb of Montreuil, 
where she lived and worked as an 
adult; a Frenchwoman in Iceland. “If 
you’re a little bit out there,” says Did-
da, “she picked up on that.”
 Which brings us back, once more, 
to the water, the stuff of life. In ‘The 
Aquatic Effect’, crane operator Samir 
(Samir Guesmi) develops a crush on 
the lifeguard Agathe (Florence Loiret 
Caille), and takes swim lessons in or-
der to get closer—not telling her he 
can already swim. Lifeguarding and 
swim lessons become a metaphor for 
trust in a relationship—and then for 
risk-taking, as Samir follows Agathe 

to Iceland for an international life-
guarding conference(!), posing as an 
Israeli delegate with a firm belief that 
public pools can bring peace to the 
Middle East.
 Solveig “wasn’t an extrovert,” says 
Didda, but nevertheless, “she trusted 
people. She trusted the humanity of peo-
ple. She wished people would talk, and 
love, and stop being stupid. Water was 
her way of telling us that we are all made 
of the same substance.”

A Grand Adventure

The whimsical yet straightfaced sce-
nario of ‘The Aquatic Effect’ is char-
acteristic of Solveig’s films, which 
embrace human quirk and unlikely 
situations with a sweet sense of hu-
mour and a serious empathy. The 
everyday emotional ups and downs 
which may mean the world to us, 
but which we would never think of 
as cinematic, have the potential, in 
Solveig’s films, to break out into a 

grand adventure. In particular, writes 
the American critic Scout Tafoya in 
a 2015 tribute, “She addressed issues 
facing middle aged women: feelings 
of inferiority, mental and physical 
deterioration, abuse, the increasing 
difficulty of social lives with age,” and 
yet her movies “boil over with life so 
rich and full it gets tangled.”
 The French scenes in ‘The Aquat-
ic Effect’ were shot in Solveig’s lo-
cal pool, in Montreuil; many of the 
people in the film are people from her 
own life, and a number of the charac-
ters recur: Didda’s character, Anna, 
was the protagonist of Solveig’s 2008 
film ‘Back Soon’, and appeared along-
side Agathe and Samir in ‘Queen of 
Montreuil’. Solveig premiered her 
first dramatic feature, the serious, 
semiautobiographical cancer film 
‘Haut les coeurs!’ in 1999, a couple 
years shy of her 40th birthday; unlike-
ly new beginnings ultimately became 
her great subject in films like ‘Queen 
of Montreuil’, about an early wid-
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Last Splash
RIFF opens with Solveig Anspach’s 

farewell film ‘The Aquatic Effect’
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owhood, and ‘Lulu in the Nude’, 
about a married woman’s midlife 
crisis. “She had to fight for her 
characters,” Didda reflects—po-
tential producers questioned her 
films’ focus on less than glamor-
ous people.

Too Perfect,  
Too Beautiful

Solveig cast Didda for the first 
time in her 2003 film ‘Stormy 
Weather’. “She’d been looking for 
an actress,” Didda remembers, 
“but everyone was too perfect, too 
beautiful. She saw me in Prikið, 
ordering a coffee, looked into my 
eyes and smiled. I thought she was 
mistaking me for someone else. I 
said, ‘You’re wrong,’ but she just 
knew.” Didda says she exclaimed 
to the filmmaker something like, 
“I’m not an actress, I’m a poet,” 
which Solveig actually admired: 
for many years, she didn’t have 

the self-confidence to declare to 
strangers, “I’m a filmmaker.”
 “After that,” Didda says, an-
swering the occasional call from 
Solveig to be a new film “was al-
ways a little extra adventure in 
my life.”
 Over the course of the decade 
in which Didda played Anna three 
times, Solveig drew from Didda’s 
wardrobe, her photos, her poems. 
“I liked that it was good enough 
for her,” Didda reflects. “I guess it 
was good enough for me. I would 
sometimes tell her, ‘My charac-
ter would not do this—because I 
would not do this.’ But everything 
she found beautiful about me was 
something I had wanted to fix. 
She treated me and my life with 
the utmost respect.”
 Didda has had time to think 
about Solveig’s films: she sees a 
lot of Solveig in Agathe, who is al-
ways “trying to find answers, to 
do the right thing.” As Anna, she 

thinks, “I’m there to support her 
character.”
 “We put ourselves somewhere 
in our work,” Didda muses, and 
though Solveig’s films are reliably 
delightful, the delight was hard-
earned. The filmmaker struggled 
with her cancer for some time, 
but quietly: in part, Didda sug-
gests to me, because she was wor-
ried that news of her ill-health 
would give financiers a reason to 
withdraw their support for her 
projects. And her work was her 
life, especially towards the end: 
Didda has indelible memories of 
Solveig directing through her ill-
ness, “bleeding from her mouth, 
not wanting to stop.” ‘The Aquat-
ic Effect’ is the fruit of Solveig 
Anspach’s labour to leave one fi-
nal film behind; come Opening 
Night at RIFF, there might not be 
a dry eye in the house.
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EXPRESS

It’s not just the films that make 
RIFF an international film fes-
tival. Every year, tens of interns 
and hundreds of volunteers from 
all across the globe coalesce at the 
RIFF headquarters in downtown 
Reykjavík. We stopped into the of-
fice to meet the international team 
that puts everything together.
 The air in the office smells 
sweet, like cookies. People are in 
groups of three and four, talking, 
typing. Huge windows along the 
left side of the building open onto 
Hlemmur Square, the heart of tran-
sit in Reykjavík. That same pulse 
can be felt inside the RIFF office. 

Justine, Anni,  
Julia, Sarah

At a table set for four Justine, 
Anni, Julia and Sarah all face com-
puter screens which face each oth-
er. They have come from Germany, 
Finland and Malta as interns. 
 Between Anni and Justine is a 
thick magazine folded back on it-
self. I ask if this is last year’s pro-
gramme. It’s the catalogue, they 
say, correcting my terminology. 
Fair enough. Assembling the cata-
logue looks more akin to writing a 
book than churning out the triple-
folded “programme” associated 
with some festivals.
 “One of the advantages of hav-
ing a small office like this is that 
everyone gets to be involved in ev-

erything,” festival director Hrönn 
Marinósdóttir tells me. “At much 
bigger festivals interns and staff 
are stuck in their department, 
you might have no idea what’s go-
ing on with the schedule if you are 
working on the trailers.”
 Justine echoes this notion 
when I ask what her typical tasks 
are. “It’s always different,” she 
says. “Yesterday I was out taking 
photographs, today I’m working 
on the text for the catalogue, to-
morrow, I don’t know yet.”

Miranda
I meet Miranda from Australia in 
the doorway to a nearby room. “I 
think she’s our first Australian in-
tern,” Hrönn says as she introduc-
es us, “all the way from the other 
side of the world.” 
 Miranda graduated with a 
Bachelor of Arts with an emphasis 
in film, and immediately started 
working for the Queensland Sym-
phony Orchestra. She is drawn to 
working in the performing arts; 
behind-the-scenes is where she 
thrives. At RIFF, she has been giv-
en the broad umbrella of “market-
ing” to work under. 

Daria
Across the hallway from Miranda 
are two Polish girls sitting at a 
kitchen table. One of them is work-
ing on finding accommodation for 

international guests flying in for 
the festival, the other is making a 
list of films to send to one of the 
venues. Daria greets me and lets 
the list she’s making on her screen 
go black for a moment. 
 Daria is a psychology and film 
double major back home at the 
University of Warsaw, and an as-
piring director. She embodies 
Hrönn’s assertion that everyone 
working at RIFF is doing it be-
cause they are motivated by film, 
by the medium and the messages 
it brings. Daria has been work-
ing at the office for the past two 
months, but she flies back to Po-
land next week, before the festival 
even begins. True dedication to 
the cause.
 The whole office is splintered 
into little rooms that open into 
more little rooms. But even with 
the walled separation, there is 
constant movement. The space 
never feels stale. The excitement 
of counting down the days is easy 
to sense. Post-it notes on boards 
wave their colors; floor-to-ceiling 
printouts of the festival’s schedule 
are taped up onto the wall. No one 
has any one task, but they are all 
there for the same reason: to open 
Iceland’s borders to the passionate 
film community abroad. 
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From Within
A look inside the RIFF Office

Inner Workings
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   Two  Weeks
The Grapevine picks the events, places and things to check out in the next two weeks.

If you want to see...

… Hot Topics
Gianfranco Rosi’s ‘Fire at Sea’, shot around 
the Sicilian island of Lampedusa at the height 
of the European refugee crisis, has earned 
praise at major festivals around the world for 
its urgency and poetry. It’s the highest-pro-
file new film in this year’s lineup, but not the 
only documentary to tackle the plight of mi-
grants in our supposedly global world. If read-
ing about Trump’s Wall and Iceland’s interpre-
tation of the Dublin Regulation gets you all hot: 
‘Chasing Asylum’ takes a look at offshore de-
tention in Australia, while the Spanish ‘Walls’ 
looks at people who live on the right and wrong 
side of borders in Africa, Europe, and, yes, the 
Americas. 

… Old Masters
Within this year’s spotlight on Polish film, 
rejoice at the “Decalogue” of the late, great 
Krzysztof Kieślowski: ten short films made 
for Polish television in the late 1980s, loosely 
inspired by the Ten Commandments, that 
will change your life if you let them. This 
year’s festival also features Guests of Honor 
Darren Aronofsky, returning to the country 
where he shot ‘Noah’—which will not screen 
at RIFF, though film-school favourites ‘Re-
quiem for a Dream’, ‘The Wrestler’ and ‘Black 
Swan’ will—and the Canadian director Dee-
pa Mehta, whose brand-new ‘Anatomy of 
Violence’ imagines the lives leading up to a 
shocking real-life Delhi crime of 2012.

… New Blood
The 27-year-old Russian director Ivan I. Tver-
dovskiy has raised hackles across the festival 

circuit with his second feature ‘Zoology’, 
about a middle-aged woman who starts to 
grow a tail. The Rome-based duo Rainer 
Frimmel and Tizza Covi’s ‘Mister Univer-
so’, about an out-of-work lion tamer seek-
ing a meeting with an aging strongman, is 
the latest work from a duo known for mag-
ic-neorealist portraits of European margi-
nalia. And the Polish filmmaker Michael 
Marczak is represented with ‘Fuck for For-
est’, a star-crossed portrait of radical eco-
activism, and ‘All These Sleepless Nights’, 
an experimental documentary about the 
passions and indulgences of youth.

... Boldface Names
New York City’s eternal It Girl, Chloë Se-
vigny, will appear at the festival to pres-
ent her directorial debut ‘Kitty’, a short 
adapted from a Paul Bowles story. ‘Tiny: 
The Life of Erin Blackwell’ follows up with 
the child prostitute who stole the screen in 
the photographer Mary Ellen Mark’s land-
mark 1984 documentary ‘Streetwise’. And 
in ‘My Scientology Movie’, charismatic UK 
television presenter Louis Theroux takes a 
playful look inside Scientology—or as far 
inside as he can, anyway.

… Northern Neighbors
Dogme 95 cofounder Thomas Vinterberg 
delves into his memories of growing up on 
a hippie commune in 1970s Denmark for 
his dramedy ‘The Commune’, while Nor-
wegian writer-director Erik Skjoldbjærg 
attempts a study of a single disturbed 
mind, a teenage arsonist, in ‘Pyromaniac’. 
From Sweden, Johannes’s Nyholm’s first 
feature ‘The Giant’ concerns an autistic 
man with a massive face tumor on his 
journey to a pétanque tournament, while 
the documentary ‘Cheer Up’ concerns 
some of the worst cheerleaders in Finland 
(and the festival’s sole Greenlandic film, 
‘STG’, profiles the best rock band in Nuuk, 
Small Time Giants). ‘The Islands and the 
Whales’ looks at the effects of ecological 
change on the Faroe Islands.

RIFF EDITION
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Useful Numbers

 Emergency number: 112 
Medical help: 1770 

Dental emergency: 575 0505 
Information: 1818 
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Tax-Free Refund

.         Keflavik Airport - before check-in 
Seyðisfjörður - Smyril Line Terminal

Pharmacies

 Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020 
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045  

and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300

Tourist Information

 Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11, tel: 562 7000 
Tourist Info Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550 

Iceland Excursions–Grayline, Hafnarst. 20, tel: 540 1300 
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2, tel: 522 4979 
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747

Long Distance Coach Terminal 

 BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is

Domestic Airlines

 Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is

Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

Public Transport

 The only public transport available in Reykjavík 
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 min 

(the wait may be longer on weekends), price per fare 
is 420 ISK adults, 210 ISK children. Multiday passes 
are available at select locations and through their 
app. Route map at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses 
run from 07–24:00 on weekdays and 10–24:00 
on weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and 
Lækjartorg.

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

 According to regulations, bars can stay 
open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on 

weekends.

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

 Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–
16:00, Sun closed. Kringlan and Smáralind 

malls and most supermarkets and tourist shops 
have longer opening hours. 
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00-
16:00

Post Offices 

 Post offices are located around the 
city. The downtown post office is at 

Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. 
Stamps are also sold at bookstores, gas stations, 
tourist shops and some grocery stores.

Eating

Drinking

The absolute basics

  1   The Girl Gogo (1962)
Hótel Borg, Pósthússtræti 11
Director: Erik Balling
'The Girl Gogo' is based on Indriði Þorsteins-
son's 1950 novel '79 from the Station'. It is a 
tale of flirtation and heartbreak in American-
occupied Iceland. The film’s opening scene, 
shot in the ballroom of Hótel Borg, sets a 
telling stage for unravelling the themes of 
the film. Without any dialogue viewers are 
immersed in the distinctly postwar shift of 
views in Iceland regarding relationships: both 
within the individual sphere and in the nation 
as a whole.

  2   Rock In Reykjavík (1982)
Hlemmur Square, Laugavegur 105
Director: Friðrik Þór Friðriksson
Friðrik Þór Friðriksson’s 1982 documentary 
captures the candidly energetic spirit of Reyk-
javík’s earliest punk scene. The film features 
icons and up-and-comers alike. The motley 
mixture meets regularly in their home away 
from no home: Hlemmur Square.

  3   Atom Station (1984)
Austurvöllur
Director: Þórsteinn Jónsson
A young girl named Ugla moves into the city 
to study organ. Her time is split between the 
elite family that she lives with and the home 
of her humble organ instructor. The extremes 
to which she is witness twist her inside, as 
she tries to grapple with what it is to be an 
Icelander. In the final scene of the movie Ugla 
moves through Austurvöllur public square, 
where the (historically accurate) 1949 Anti-
NATO riots are in full swing. 

  4   Children of Nature (1991)
Hólavallagarður, Suðurgata
Director: Friðrik Þór Friðriksson
The only Icelandic film ever nominated for 
the Best Foreign Film Oscar. Mourning the 
death of his retirement home roommate, the 
main character walks through the deep green 
corridors of Hólavallagarður Cemetery, just 
beyond downtown. The cemetery was built 
in 1938 and hosts many renowned 19th and 
20th-century Icelanders. Its overgrown pas-
sages are a popular stroll for solitude-seeking 
Reykvíkingar, from mourners to morning 
dog-walkers. 
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Party Every Night  •  Cocktails 
Live Sports Coverage

Ribs - Burgers
Live Music Every Night 

Chicken Wings
50 different kinds of beer 

AUSTURSTRAETI 8  • REYKJAVIK

The Map
Icelandic Films Edition

  5   101 Reykjavík (2000)
Kaffibarinn, Bergstaðastræti 1
Director: Baltasar Kormákur
The London Underground logo and the little 
red box called Kaffibarinn are seminal imagery 
of 1990s Reykjavík nightlife. It’s no accident 
that Baltasar Kormákur chose this spot as the 

main stage for his protagonist’s highs, lows, and 
emotional everything-in-betweens. His classic 
movie depicts the city-wide hangover from 
the 90s, and his main character pays frequent 
visits to this hipster hub. Kaffibarinn is still one 
of the most-loved nightlife establishments in 
downtown Reykjavík (even if its regulars will 
never admit it).

  6    The Girl In The Café (2005)
Frakkastígur
Director: David Yates
An overly dedicated civil-servant and his 
newly acquainted young lady friend travel to 
Reykjavík for the G8 summit on world poverty. 
As their bond grows an uneven disillusion-

ment with the bureaucratic atmosphere tests 
their loyalties. In the final scene of the movie, 
our cog-in-the-machine main character quits 
his job and takes a highly symbolic stroll from 
one end of Frakkastígur to the other. 
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6 7 8 9

The absolute basics

Venue Finder 
Music & Entertainment

Museums & Galleries

Austur 
Austurstræti 7 D3

B5 
Bankastræti 5 E4

Bar 11 
Hverfisgata 18 E5

Bar Ananas 
Klappastígur 28 E5

Bíó Paradís  
Hverfisgata 54 E5 

Bjarni Fel  
Austurstræti 20 E4

Bravó 
Laugavegur 22 E5

Boston 
Laugavegur 28b E5

Café Rósenberg 
Klapparstígur 25 E5

Coocoo's Nest 
Grandagarður 23 B2 

Den Danske Kro 
Ingólfsstræti 3 E4 

Dillon 
Laugavegur 30 E5

Dubliner  
Naustin 1-3 D3 

Dúfnhólar 10 
Hafnarstræti 18 D3 

English Pub 
Austurstræti 12 D3

Gaukurinn  
Tryggvagata 22 D3

Hressó 
Austurstræti 20 D3

Húrra  
Naustin                         D3

Kex Hostel 
Skúlagata 28 E7

Kaffibarinn 
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

Kaffi Vínyl 
Hverfisgatur 76 E6

Kaldi Bar 
Laugavegur 20b E5

Kiki Queer Bar 
Laugavegur 22 E5

Lavabarinn 
Lækjargata 6 E4

Loft  
Bankastræti 7 E4

Paloma 
Naustin                         D3 

Prikið 
Bankastræti 12 E4

Reykjavík Roasters 
Kárastígur 1 F5

Stofan Café 
Vesturgata 3 D3

Ölsmiðjan  
Lækjargata 10 E3

Ölstofan 
Vegamótastígur 4 E5

Tivoli bar  
Hafnarstræti 4  D3

ART67
Laugavegur 67   F7
Open 09-21
art67reykjavik@gmail.com

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41   G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

listasafnasi.is
Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2   B1
Open 09-21

Ásgrimur Jónsson 
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1

Better Weather 
Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41 E6
windandweather.is 

The Einar Jónsson  
Museum
Eiriksgata   G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
skulptur.is   

Ekkisens
Bergstaðastræti 25b  F4

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A   H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16 
gallerilist.is

Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Haf-
narfjörður
hafnarborg.is

Hannesarholt 
Grundarstígur 10   F4
hannesarholt.is

Hitt Húsið - Gallery 
Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5   D4
hitthusid.is

Hverfisgallerí 
Hverfisgata 4 D4
hverfisgalleri.is  i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16   D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 13–17 
and by appointment. i8.is

The Icelandic 
Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116   F8
phallus.is

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4  D3
kirs.is  

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2   F5
mengi.net

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A E5
mokka.is

The National Gallery 
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7   F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
listasafn.is

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41   
Open daily 10–17 G2
natmus.is

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5   H2
Mon–Sun 11–17
nordice.is

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30   E7
Tue-Sun 14–18

Reykjavík Art Museum 
- Hafnarhús 
Tryggvagata 17   D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24   H8
Open 10-17

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
listasafnreykjavikur.is

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15   D3
borgarbokasafn.is

Reykjavík City 
Museum - Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4 
Daily tours at 13

The Settlement 
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17   D3
Open daily 9–20

Reykjavík Maritime 
Museum
Grandagarður 8   B2
Open daily 10-17

Reykjavík Museum of 
Photography
Tryggvagata 15   D3
Mon-Thur 12–19 / Fri 12-
18 / Sat–Sun 13–17 

Viðey Island
Ferry from Skarfabakki 
Harbour, Sat-Sun only
videy.com 

Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2   B2
sagamuseum.is

Sigurjón Ólafsson 
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
lso.is

SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Mon-Fri 10-16
sim.is

Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01
Sun 11-23

Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 E5
M-Fri 12-18, Sat 12-16
sparkdesignspace.com

Tveir Hrafnar 
Baldursgata 12   G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
tveirhrafnar.is  

Wind & Weather 
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 E5
windandweather.is

Public Phones

 There are few public payphones in the 
centre. The tourist info at Aðalstræti 2, 

City Hall, Kolaportið, Landsbankinn and in Læk-
jargata. Prepaid phone cards are recommended 
for int’l callers.

Internet Access

 Most cafés offer free wifi. Computers 
with internet are available to use at:

Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15
The National Library, Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2

Swimming Pools 

 There are several swimming pools in 
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík, 

Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one, located 
at Barónsstígur. It features a nice sunbathing 
area and some outdoor hot tubs.  
 
Opening hours:  
Mon-Thu from 06:30–22:00  
Fri from 06:30–20:00 
Sat from 08:00–16:00 
Sun from 10:00–18:00 

Public Toilets

 Public toilets in the centre can be 
found inside the green-poster covered 

towers located, for example, at Hlemmur, 
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík 
Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson 
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be found 
inside the Reykjavík City Hall and the Reykjavík 
Library.
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Open weekdays 07:30 – 18:00
Open weekends 09:30 – 18:00

OLDEST RESTAURANT IN ICELAND

Kaffivagninn
Grandagarði 10 · 101 Reykjavík
+354 551 5932 · kaffivagninn@kaffivagninn.is
kaffivagninn.is

SITUATED
 BY THE OLD
Reykjavík
 harbour 

SOUP OF THE DAY 
AND COFFEE INCLUDED 

on weekdays 
from 11:30 am 

to 3:00 pm

F
  7   The Corner Shop (2008)
Kjötborg, Ásvallagata 19
Directors: Helga Rakel Rafnsdóttir 
and Hulda Rós Guðnadóttir
The simple story depicted in this documen-
tary was made all the more poignant by the 
2008 financial crash, which occurred just two 

years after the film was shot. The family-
owned and -run Kjötborg corner store is the 
last of its kind in the neighborhood, others 
like it driven out by the encroaching globali-
sation which beckoned the rise of the super-
market. Kjötborg corner store still holds its 
post today; pop in for some classic Icelandic 
nammi to take with you to the cinema.  

Shopping

G

C

2

8

E

SOUP
SALAD &
BUFFET
EVERYDAY

Hverfisgata 33, 101 Reykjavík 
Tel: 588 8818
www.kryddleginhjortu.is

New In Town

8   Kaffí Laugalækur
Laugarnesvegur 74a
It is easy to forget that Reykjavík extends 
beyond Austurvöllur on one end and 
Hlemmur on the other. Hörður Jóhan-
nesson and Björn Hauksson are here to 
expand your sense of “the centre” with 
the newly opened Kaffí Laugalækur. Their 
lunch menu features healthy, local salads 
and their dinner menu offers a variety 
of Nordic soups and flatbreads. The bar 
serves craft beers, wines, and cocktails: 
perfect accessories for browsing the 
connected gallery space, which will house 
a new exhibit every month.

6
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23  SIN FANG & TILBURY
24  DJ KGB
25  MYNDBANDAKERFI 
 FJÖLBÝLISHÚSA 
 - BATMAN ’66 BINGE WATCH
26  MÁNUDJASS
 MONJAZZ 
27  HEFNENDUR 
  PU B QUIZ 
29  FÍLALAG LIVE

30  HJÁLMAR
1  DJ FM BELFAST
2  OPEN MIC
3  MÁNUDJASS
 MONJAZZ
6  DJ STYRMIR DANSSON



How to use the listings:

Events listed are all live 
performances and DJs. Venues are 
listed by day. For complete listings 
and detailed information on venues 
visit grapevine.is/happening. Send 
your listings to: listings@grapevine.
is.

Friday September 23

Concerts:

Troubadour Biggi Sævars 
20:00  American Bar
Einkasamkvæmi 
21:00  Café Rosenberg
Leiksvið Fáránleikans
21:00 Dillon
Reykjavík Deathfest Warm-up: 
Skinned (US), Severed, Hubris, Grit 
Teeth
21:00  Gaukurinn 
Sin Fang & Tilbury 
20:00  Húrra
Ljótu hálfvitarnir
21:00 Kaffi Rauðku
Aisha Orazbayeva on Violin. Joined 
by Una Sveinbjarnardóttir 
21:00  Mengi 
Rökkvi 
20:00  The Nordic House 
Fusion Groove / Logi Pedro 
21:00  Prikið 

DJs:

22:00  DJ André  Austur
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri Bravó
22:00 DJ Atli Bollason Húrra
21:00 Styrmir Dansson Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Kári  Kaffibarinn
22:00 Árni Óli /Ragga Lebowski Bar  
21:00 Nolo Stofan

Saturday September 24

Concerts:

KK Band 
22:00  Café Rosenberg
Festival Gleðileg Jón: Mysþyrming, 
Grit Teeth, Snowed In and more 
16:00 Dillon
Band Swap Greenland
22:00  Gaukurinn 
SXSXSX, BENNI B-RUFF 
21:00  Prikið 
Reykjavík Smooth Jazz Band
20:30 Salurinn
Forty Licks - The Rolling Stones
19:30 Harpa
David Witten pianist: Music from the 
East
20:00 Harpa
Moritz Von Oswald
22:00 Nasa
Einar Selvik 
20:00 The Nordic House
Ljótu Hálfvitarnir 
21:00 Valaskjálf
Magnús Hafdal & Ívar Daníels
20:00  American Bar 

DJs:

22:00  DJ Maggi  Austur
22:00 DJ Einar Sonic  Bravó 
22:00  DJ KGB  Húrra
21:00  DJ Styrmir Dansson  Hverfisgata 12

21:00 Hrönn Tooth / Raggi  Lebowski Bar 
21:00 Reykjavík Sex Farm Stofan Café
22:00 DJ Símon FKNHNDSM Kaffibarinn

Sunday September 25

Concerts:

Troubadour Alexander Aron 
20:00 American Bar
SundayJazz with ANNES Supergroup 

 
20:00 Bryggjan Brughús
Golden Gang Standup 
22:00 Gaukurinn
Iceland Symphony Youth Orchestra 
plays Tchaikovsky
17:00  Harpa 
Batman ’66 Binge Watch 
20:00 Húrra
Cozy Sunday 
13:00  Kex Hostel
Sunday Groove, Halli Einars 
21:00 Lebowski Bar
The Chamber Music Society

19:30 Harpa

DJs:

20:00 DJ Ísar Logi  Bravó
22:00 Silja Glø mmi Kaffibarinn

Monday September 26

Concerts:

Troubadour Ellert 
20:00  American Bar
Kikagaku Moyo (JPN) + Gunnar 
Jónsson Collider 
21:00 Kex Hostel
Mánudjass//Monjazz
21:00 Húrra
Kris Kristofferson

20:30 Harpa

DJs:

21:00  DJ Gísli Veltan  Lebowski Bar
22:00 Alfons X  Kaffibarinn

Music

WAR
IS

OVER!
IF YOU WANT IT

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko 
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

YES, IT IS TRUE!

 Picker Of The Issue                   

Ómar Sverrisson
Have you seen Ómar Sverrisson? Well he’s almost certainly seen you. Ómar 
has been enthralled with photography since he was a young ‘un, picking 
up his first camera kit around age fourteen. Since then his curiosity has 
evolved into passion, and his hobby into trade. Though he experiments in 
a mixture of mediums—film, graphics, sound design—photography is his 
core. For “too long now” Ómar has been compiling portraits of RVKers, and 
is just-about-maybe-soon-not-quite-ready-yet to publish. In the ever-evolv-
ing scene that is downtown, it’s no wonder that this project has sprawled 
out over the past few years. In the meantime, check out his beautiful black 
and whites on his blog: rvkportraitsbyomar.tumblr.com. In short, he’s got 
a good eye. That’s why we asked him to pick out some events this issue that 
caught it. 

Ómar's picks are marked with 

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
September 23 - October 6
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UNO at Ingólfstorg | Tel.  561 1313 | www.uno.is

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY
17-19
  

GREAT
FOOD

NI
CE

GOOD
DRINKS
ATMO

KITCHEN IS OPEN
Weekends  11.30–24
Other days  11.30–23

free Wifi

     BISTRO&BAR

uno is the perfect place to start 
a good day or end a great evening

Gyða Valtýsdóttir sits at the table 
of her large, wood-lined loft apart-
ment, cradling a cup of coffee. She 
stares into the distance, pondering 
the question. Most known as one 
of the original singers of múm, she 
left that band’s first incarnation in 
the mid-2000s and quietly vanished 
from sight. So: where has she been?
 “I ask myself that question too,” 
she smiles, after the long silence. 
“For almost five years, I lived out of 
a suitcase. I didn’t have a home to go 
back to. It was great, I really loved 
it. But when people asked me that 
question, sometimes the answer was 
New York, or Istanbul... but I really 
didn’t know where I was. I didn’t stay 
anywhere for more than a month.”
 Her time off the map—or on 
“a different kind of map,” as Gýða 
would have it—led to many chance 
meetings and collaborations. She 
toured with Josephine Foster, liv-
ing and collaborating with her for 
two months in Morocco, and trav-
elled to take part in various projects, 
pausing sometimes to record new 
work of her own. Along the way, she 
was one of the musicians in Ragnar 
Kjartansson’s multi-screen installa-
tion ‘The Visitors’, shot in a mansion 
in the Hudson Valley and currently 
showing at London’s Barbican Cen-
tre.
 “That was such a fun project,” 
says Gýða. “A lot of amazing stuff 
happened to me—I feel very lucky. 
I was improvising. The dots I was 
jumping were connected by music 
projects. Because I didn’t live any-
where, I would just go somewhere 
and then stay until the next project 
came. A lot of strange adventures 
happen when you’re just out there.” 

Creative flow
The journey began after her time in 
múm. “Múm got a lot of attention 
when we started,” Gýða explains. 

“And I was like: ‘I’m definitely not in 
it for all that’—to think of music as 
a profession. It felt very uncomfort-
able. Then I saw this frame drum 
player, channeling all his energy into 
his performance. It made me realise 
what I was searching for in music. 
And I just needed time to find it.”
 She flew to Russia to study clas-
sical cello, before finishing her mas-
ter’s degree studies in Switzerland. 
“When I look back on it, it’s such a 
weird road,” she says. “But for me, 
it was an alchemical process. After 
the classical studies, it made sense to 
improvise, and say yes to everything, 
and try different things. It was very 
important to get the creative flow 
back.”
 This summer, Gýða quietly re-
leased a new album, ‘Epicycle’, on 
Bandcamp, with a physical release 
in the works. “The idea has been 
with me since I was eighteen,” she 
explains. “I wanted to introduce all 
the classical music that I was find-
ing to my friends. So I had the idea 
of covering classical music from the 
last 2000 years. It was recorded here 

and there, all over the place, on my 
travels, in different ways.” 
 She produces a delicate piece of 
paper bearing download instruc-
tions, and a short text: “Please plant 
me / I will grow a red poppy / in a 
sunny bed of soil / and water plenty.” 
I turn it over in my hands, feeling 
small bumps inside the paper. “The 
papers grow flowers,” says Gýða. “My 
mom planted one, and now they’re 
growing. That’s when I felt the con-
clusion of this record, when I saw the 
flowers.”

Seeking and finding
Gýða has played with múm periodi-
cally over the years, and will join 
the band onstage once more at the 
Airwaves festival, accompanied by 
the Kronos Quartet. “What hap-
pened there is maybe a bit odd,” she 
explains. “It was my band, but when 
I rejoined, I was more of a session 
player. I wasn’t really writing. But 
it felt very natural, as I was playing 
with lots of other bands, and it was 
natural to start playing more of the 
old songs.”
 Settled in Iceland, for the time 
being, Gýða speaks of other future 
projects, including recording her 
solo work, and perhaps a period of 
focussing on the cello. “I like to al-
low things to happen naturally, in 
their own time,” she says. “I don’t 
feel like I need to push anything into 
existence.” She bursts into laughter, 
saying: “Maybe I’m almost too re-
laxed about it!”
 “You go a whole circle,” she fin-
ishes. “When I started múm, we were 
just curious about sound, banging on 
stuff, and being like: ‘Hey, listen to 
this!’ But you have to go through an 
alchemical process, to come all the 
way back to that curiosity again.”

     LISTEN AND SHARE:
  gpv.is/gyd15

Airwaves Festival

A Differ-
ent Kind 
Of Map

Gyða Valtýsdóttir 
touches down 

after a five year 
journey

Words  JOHN ROGERS

Photo ART BICNICK
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Tuesday September 27

Concerts:

Troubadour Biggi Sævars 
20:00  American Bar
Karaoke Night 
22:00  Gaukurinn
Hefnendur Pub Quiz 
20:00  Húrra
KexJazz 
20:00  Kex Hostel
Sonur Sæll 
21:00  Prikið

DJs:

20:00  DJ Coco Channel  Bravó
22:00 DJ Pilsner Kaffibarinn
21:00  DJ Halifax  Lebowski Bar
20:00  DJ Óli Dóri  Húrra

Wednesday September 28

Concerts:

Troubadour Siggi Þorbergs & Ingunn 
20:00  American Bar
Sumar Gull Jazz 
21:00  Bjórgarðurinn
Lilja María Ásmundsdóttir and Örn 
Þórsson Eldon 
20:00  Hannesarholt
Maggi Lego 
21:00  Prikið
Skákmót Hróksins
21:00 Stofan
Latin Jazz Quartet: Drummer 
Kristofer Rodriguez and Co.
21:00 Sæta svínið
Sumar Gull Jazz
21:00 Bjórgarðurinn
The Rise of the Queens
20:00 Tjarnarbíó
Heiðrikur or Hidrik Release Concert 
20:00 Húrra
Páll Óskar & Monika
21:30 Café Flóra
Fest Afríka Reykjavík
16:30 Gamla Bíó

DJs:

20:00  DJ Helga Þórey Bravó
22:00 DJ Hunk Of A Man  Kaffibarinn
20:00  DJ Raggi H  Lebowski Bar

Thursday September 29

Concerts:

Troubadour Hreimur & Matti 
21:00 American Bar
Sumar Gull Jazz 
21:00 Bjórgarðurinn
The Sex Pistols Experience 
22:00 Gaukurinn
Jamie Laval
20:00 Hannesarholt
Elín Dröfn Jónsdóttir 
20:00 Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Opening 
Ceremony 
17:00  Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Icelandic 
Symphony Orchestra 
19:30  Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Reception, 
Performances 
21:30  Harpa

Fílalag Live 
21:00  Húrra
Movie Quiz / DJ Vala 
21:00 Lebowski Bar
Agzilla 
21:00 Prikið
Edgar Smári and Hljómsveit
21:00 Café Rosenberg
Fest Afríka Reykjavík
21:00 Gamla Bíó

DJs:

20:00  DJ Berndsen  Bravó
21:00  DJ Eyfjörð  Húrra
21:00  Daníel Hálmtýsson  Hverfisgata 12
22:00 DJ Frímann Kaffibarinn
21:00 Dream Wife DJ Set Stofan Café

Friday September 30

Concerts:

The Dirty Deal 
20:00  Dillon
Krabba-Mane / Sunna Ben 
21:00  Prikið
Troubadour Siggi Þorbergs & Birkir 
22:00 American Bar
Nordic Music Days: Composer As 
Performer
15:00  Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Nordic Affect
17:00  Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Caput Ensemble 

20:00 Harpa
Nordic Music Days: S.L.Á.T.U.R. 
22:00  Harpa

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
September 23- October 6

Space Cadet
Sin Fang + Tilbury
September 23 I 21:00 I Húrra (D3)I Admission: 2,000 ISK

Last we heard from Sin Fang, he was spewing flowers on the 
cover of his highly acclaimed 2013 album ‘Flowers’. Since then 
we have been standing by patiently to find out what this young 
boy has been up to. On September 16, his newest album, ‘Space-
land’, was released into the ether. Like the title suggests, Sin-
dri has uprooted himself from the earthy inhabitations that 
weighed in on his last album, opting for an “idiosyncratic take 
on future r&b” (Morr Music). On September 23 Sin Fang joins 
Tilbury for what is sure to be a stellar evening. 3...2...1… PY

Find today's events in Iceland! 
Download our free listings app 
- APPENING on the Apple and 
Android stores
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ENGLISH
SUBTITLES

HASKOLABIO
AT 18:00

DAILY

“Awesome experience”
  



Music Celestial Jukebox
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Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | jomfruin.is
Open 11-22 every day

Fresh, original and 
modern cuisine with 
East Asian influence.

Take your taste 
buds on an 
adventurous journey.

Laugavegi 18
Nýbýlavegi 6
Bíldshöfða 2
namreykjavik.is

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00 Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik  

Reykholt, population sixty, is a tiny 
village tucked away deep in a valley 
in Borgarfjörður. It has a long his-
tory, and was once a cultural centre 
of Iceland, but today it’s a very sleepy 
place, with a few buildings scattered 
around its tall, distinctive church. 
 The church’s ground floor holds 
a permanent exhibition about the 
town’s most famous inhabitant—
Snorri Sturluson, a famous Icelan-
dic author of the 1200s. Combined 
with some stunning nearby lava 
fields, caves and waterfalls, and a 
couple of attractions and institu-
tions such as a medieval studies 
centre, a well-preserved old bath-
ing pool—too hot to be used now, 
regrettably—and a library dedicated 
to Snorri’s work, it’s enough to keep 
a steady trickle of visitors dropping 
by to visit.
 But once a year, people flock to 
Reykholt in greater numbers for 
Reykholtshátið—a three-day sum-
mer festival of chamber music and 
contemporary Icelandic composi-
tion, which celebrates its 20th an-
niversary in 2016.

Old and new
Sigurgeir Agnarsson is the direc-
tor of the festival. “I’m the one 

who talks to the artists, and helps 
arrange the programme,” he says, 
standing in the library wing of 
the church, as musicians bustle 
around him. “So I’m responsible 
for the artistic side, but also for 
the financial side. You could say 
I’m artistic and general director.”
 The festival’s location is a lit-
tle remote, but Sigurgeir tells me 
about the variety of people it at-
tracts. “We really get a mixture of 
locals or summer-house people, 
then some who drive up from 
Reykjavík, and a few accidental 
tourists who are passing by,” he 
explains.
 As well as a focus on classical 
music of 18th and 19th century, the 
festival occasionally commissions 
new work. In 2016, the festival pre-
miered a new work by Icelandic 
composer Gunnar Andreas Kris-
tinsson, and featured a perfor-
mance by Elmar Gilbertsson, an 
award-winning tenor and rising 
star in Iceland’s music world. 

Appreciating the arts
"There’s a really calm and relaxed 
atmosphere here,” says Elmar, ra-
diating confidence as he prepares 
for his big performance. “We tend 

to do this a lot here in the country-
side here in Iceland. We have a lot 
of very beautiful churches. Many of 
them have good acoustics, like this 
one—this church is one of the best 
houses for acoustic music in the 
country. It’s fantastically reward-
ing to share this kind of music 
here. This place is very well known 
for appreciating the arts.”
 Elmar has been to Reykholt 
once before, when he sang in a 
choir, and is happy to return for 
a solo performance. “The people 
here are so lovely—they lent me 
the church for practising,” he en-
thuses. “But this is the first time 
I’ll do a solo concert here.”
 “I think it’s very fertile here in 
Iceland,” he finishes. “There are a 
lot of great composers, with new 
ones always coming up. As an Ice-
landic musician I think that’s very 
important—to get the chance to 
perform contemporary pieces in 
our own language. And festivals 
like this one help that to happen.”

     LISTEN AND SHARE:
  gpv.is/rey15

 

Words  JOHN ROGERS   Photo  ART BICNICK

Twenty Years Of 
Reykholtshátið

A weekend of chamber music in Borgarfjörður



Stebbi Jak and Andri Ívars

Friday September 30 cont.

Concerts:

21:00 Café Rosenberg
Böddi´s Solo Project
22:00 Hressó
Fest Afríka Reykjavík
21:00 Gamla Bíó

DJs:

20:00 DJ André  Austur
20:00  DJ Símon FKNHNDSM  Bravó
20:00  DJ Óli Dóri  Húrra

21:00  DJ Bangsi Techsoul  Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Intr0beatz+Mongensen Kaffibarinn
21:00 Syrgir Digurljón Stofan

Saturday October 1

Concerts:

Zhrine 
22:00 Gaukurinn
Nordic Music Days: Siggi String 
Quartet
12:00 Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Lokkur
13:30 Harpa

 Concerts & Nightlife Listings
September 23- October 6

RESTAURANT- BAR

7.990 kr.

Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

Taste the best
of Iceland ...

... in one amazing meal
ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST 

Starts with a shot of the infamous 
Icelandic spirit Brennívín

Followed by 7 delicious tapas 
• Smoked puffin with blueberry
 “brennivín” sauce

• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa

• Lobster tails baked in garlic

• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with
 lobster-sauce

• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina

• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce

And for dessert 
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion    
 fruit coulis

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

Sound of Iceland
Elín Dröfn Jónsdóttir 
September 29 I 20:00 I Harpa (C4) I Admission: 2,000 ISK

Leave your hiking boots at home, but prepare your mind for a 
soulful journey across the land of wind and beauty. Elín Dröfn 
Jónsdóttir is a classically trained violinist with a passion for 
composing and electronic music. In her latest performance an 
ensemble of string quintet, electric guitar, bass, drums, percus-
sion, synthesizer and voice weaves together stunning scenic vid-
eos of Icelandic nature and lights up the nation’s internationally 
acclaimed concert hall, Harpa. SS

SUNDAY CLASSICSSUNDAY CLASSICS

Classical 
chamber 
music
Sundays
at 5 pm in Harpa

New recital series presenting 
quality classical chamber music 
and songs. Also look for our free 
Welcome Home series, featuring 
young and upcoming Icelandic 
artists —  included in the Sunday 
Classics programme.

A Star Descends
Kris Kristofferson
September 26 I 20:30 I Harpa (C4) I Admission: 5,990 - 9,990 ISK

You may know him as the old dude from the Blade movies, 
as Barbra Streisand’s co-star in ‘A Star is Born’ or as the man 
who bankrupted United Artists by starring in ‘Heaven’s Gate’. 
You may also know him as the guy who wrote “Me and Bobby 
McGee,” and who played alongside country legends Johnny 
Cash and Willie Nelson, who often covered his songs. Kristof-
ferson, who is now 80, has seen it all and will be performing 
for the third and, he says, last time in Iceland as he concludes 
his farewell tour, supported by his daughter. VG
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Austurstræti 16       Tel. 551 0011       apotek.isAPOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

ICELANDIC
GOURMET

MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb 

– with a modern twist

6 COURSE
DINNER MENU
STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT 
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN

FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN 

OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy 
butter, serrano ham, beetroot 

MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes 

SEA TROUT 
Yuzu mayo, true mayo, crispy quinoa, apple

PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc 

RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Slow cooked lamb fillet, leeks, pickled shallots, carrots, 
baked celeriac, dill-spinach, mustard sauce 

Dessert
SKYR FANTASIA
Skyr fromage, Skyr mousse, strawberry & lime gel, 
lime sponge cake

8.900 kr.

OPEN 7-21

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER

T EMPL AR A SUND 3 ,  101 RE Y K JAV ÍK ,  T EL :  5711822,  W W W.BERGSSON. IS

Concert

Words  SVEINBJÖRN PÁLSSON    Photo DAVE WALKER

You can hardly overstate the ef-
fects of dub techno and minimal 
techno on electronic music. These 
two genres, originating in the early 
90s, created musical ripples that 
have, in time, extended from their 
beginnings on Berlin dancefloors 
through to budding satellite scenes 
around Europe. They reached a mass 
audience when minimal techno be-
came commercially popular, as a 
reaction to the jarring sounds of 
mid-00s electro, informing the lo-
fi aesthetics of artists like Burial. 
 At the heart of this explosion is 
Moritz von Oswald. As one half of 
a multi-monikered duo alongside 
Mark Ernestus, the two musicians-
cum-DJs invented dub techno with 
their releases as Rhythm & Sound. 
Some also credit the birth of mini-
mal techno to their releases under 
the name Basic Channel.
 Going through their aliases on 
their respective Discogs pages, and 
rooting out the various points at 
which the two added new ideas to 
dance music culture, is a daunting 
task. I can spend all day fabulating 
about various threads between early 
Basic Channel releases and later, 
larger, more popular artists. Even 
just their Round series of dub techno 
releases is at the centre of a couple 

of webs, from ‘Round Three’ (1996) 
creating a soundscape that seems to 
inform Massive Attack’s ‘Mezzanine’ 
album (1998), to ‘Round One’ and 
‘Round Two’ laying the groundwork 
for the deep house scene.

Endless disciples
The list of their later disciples is pret-
ty much endless. Many of them might 
not even know that they’ve inherited a 
sonic world based on the groundwork 
of these two Germans, as is the case 
with anyone who’s borrowed from 
James Blake or Burial. Just looking 
at the current Icelandic music scene: 
traces of their influence can be seen 
in bands like Samaris and Vök. 
 In a recent interview with Icelan-
dic music magazine Albumm, Tho-
rhallur Skulason—the founder of 
Iceland’s most important electronic 
label, Thule Records—stated that 
Basic Channel is the main influence 
for Thule’s whole roster. Artists like 
Exos, Ozy, Yagya, Sanasol, Thor and 
more carried the sound onward, in 
Iceland and abroad. Gusgus pro-
ducer and mastermind Biggi Veira 
states in the same interview that 
discovering Moritz Von Oswald’s 
music around 1995 was a watershed 
for the band’s sound. 

 One of Mr. von Oswald’s most 
vocal local disciples, Exos, has long 
rued that this seminal artist has 
never performed in Reykjavík, where 
his influence has been so profound. 
But now this is finally set to be cor-
rected, with a concert in NASA on 
September 24. As fate would have 
it, the concert will be significant 
in more ways than one, as this is 
the last concert in this much-loved 
music hall, which is scheduled for 
demolition soon after.
 The incarnation he will present 
in NASA is a live solo performance, 
mostly based on his work with the 
Moritz von Oswald Trio. With this 
outfit he explores the boundaries 
of techno, dub, reggae, jazz and 
classical music. In his latest work 
under this moniker he was joined by 
Afrobeat legend Tony Allen for the 
album ‘Sounding Lines’, released 
in 2015. Exos (returning from the 
South American leg of his world 
tour), Thor, Octal and special guests 
of Thule Records make up the lineup 
for the rest of the evening. Tickets 
are available at tix.is and start at 
1,990 ISK.

     LISTEN AND SHARE:
  gpv.is/mo15

Discover the producer that 
influenced generations

The Master Of  
Rhythm & Sound
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REYKJAVÍK
HARBOUR

Grandagarður

Mýrargata

Fiskislóð
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MICRO BREWERY & BISTRO ON THE HARBOUR

Iceland’s
1’st

Microbrewery
&

Bistro

Iceland’s
1’st

Microbrewery
&

Bistro

Taste our brew
lager

PaleAle
IPA

SessionIPA
RedAle

DoubleIPA

Audio Shrooms
Kikagaku Moyo (JPN) + Gunnar Jónsson Collider
 September 26 I 21:00 I KEX (E7) I Admission: Free!

Curious about what happens when you combine classical Indian 
music, krautrock, traditional folk, and 70s rock? Well, now that 
you mention it... Don’t miss a chance to experience Tokyo's psy-
chedelic quartet Kikagaku Moyo at their debut performance in 
Iceland. Kikagaku Moyo are a tight-knit group of multi-instru-
mentalists who describe their music as the bridge between the 
supernatural and the present. Gunnar Jónsson Collider opens 
for them with a full band setup. SS

Nordic Music Days: Solo Piano
15:00 Harpa

Saturday October 1 contd.

Concerts:

Nordic Music Days: Skark Ensemble 

16:00 Harpa
Nordic Music Days: Ensemble 
Orchestra 
19:00  Harpa
Hreimur, Made ub sveitin & DJ Heiðar 
Austmann
23:59 Gamla Kaupfélagið
Mannakorn
20:00 Harpa
Ellý Vilhjálms Tribute Concert
20:00 Harpa
Sex Ý fötu
22:00 Hressó
Fest Afríka Reykjavík
21:00 Gamla Bíó

DJs:

21:00  DJ Helgi Már   Hverfisgata 12
20:00  DJ Maggi  Austur
20:00  DJ Atli Kanill  Bravó
20:00  FM Belfast DJ Set  Húrra

Sunday October 2

Concerts:

Sunday Jazz 
21:00  Bryggjan Brugghús
Lomma Lomm Poem Night 
21:00  Gaukurinn
Choir Festival - New Generation
17:00 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song
12:30 Harpa
Open Mic
21:00  Húrra
Fest Afríka Reykjavík 
20:00 Iðnó
Cozy Sunday 
13:00  Kex Hostel
Free Yoga Class 
12:00  Loft

DJs:

20:00  DJ Frank Honest  Bravó

Monday October 3

Concerts:

Mánudjass//Monjazz 
21:00  Húrra
Golden Gang Standup 
21:00  Gaukurinn

Tuesday October 4

Concerts:

Karaoke Night 
22:00 Gaukurinn
KexJazz 
20:00  Kex Hostel
J.S. Bach Tuesday Piano music
20:30 Dómkirkjan

DJs:

20:00  DJ Heiða Hellvar  Bravó

Wednesday October 5

Concerts:

Wednesday Jazz
21:00 Slippbarinn

DJs:

20:00 DJ John Brnlv  Bravó

Thursday October 6

Concerts:

Finnish Death Metal Night 
22:00  Gaukurinn
Iceland Symphony Presents Disney's 
Fantasia 
19:30  Harpa
Iceland Symphony: Open Rehearsal
21:30 Harpa

DJs:

20:00  DJ Óli Dóri  Bravó
21:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson Húrra



NORDIC DESIGN FOR CHILDREN 
FROM 1900 TO TODAY

OPEN EVERY DAY 
FROM 11AM–17PM

CENTURY
OF THE CHILD

Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík
www.nordichouse.is

Kjartan Yngvi Björnsson is a lit-
erary critic and Master’s student 
in Creative Writing at the Uni-
versity of Iceland. In 2012, he and 
co-author Snæbjörn Brynjarsson 
received the Icelandic Children’s 
Prize and Icelandic Booksellers 
Prize for ‘Raven’s Eye,’ the first 
novel in their Three Worlds series. 

Why do you think the fantasy genre 
is taken less seriously in Iceland?

Iceland has a very strange and 
special literary tradition. We were 
writing narrative fiction and prose 
long before the rest of Europe was 
doing it, and then wrote epic po-
ems when the rest of Europe was 
moving into narrative prose. We’re 
a horrible nation of hipsters—we 
can never just do what anyone else 
is doing.
 It wasn’t until the Romantics 
that any serious new Icelandic 
literature was being made. Then 
people wrote mostly poetry, and 
new types of stories weren’t seen 
to be as important as a “good” 
use of the language. We almost 
fetishize the Icelandic language, 
which does have a special relation-
ship to literature relative to many 
other countries. Because modern 
Icelandic is so similar to the Old 
Norse of the Sagas, it’s kept on a 
high pedestal—versus English, 
which is evolving decade to de-
cade, and especially in prose.

Do you feel that you’ve had to 
deviate from “correct” Icelandic 
in order to write literature that 
breaks from the existing tradition?

To write fantasy, Snæbjörn and I 
have literally had to make up new 
words. We simply don’t have the 
vocabulary for several fantastical 
elements. In turn, we also use the 
“old language” to build new words, 
so we do ground our vocabulary in 
Icelandic. One of our motivations 
for writing these novels came 
from having read so much fantasy 
and sci-fi and speculative fiction 
in general; there was so little of it 
in Icelandic that we read most of 
it in English. It wasn’t really until 
‘The Lord of the Rings’ was trans-
lated that we got any fantasy lit-
erature in Icelandic. 
 That was one of the reasons we 
wrote the Three Worlds series: to 
write classic high fantasy in Ice-
landic from an Icelandic perspec-
tive. Our purpose from the get-
go was to try and cultivate good 
feelings for “proper” Icelandic 
language in those that primar-
ily read in English. In addition, 
Norse tropes are used quite a lot 
in fantasy, so we wanted to take 
it from the other way around. We 
decided to start with a Norse view 
of everything else, and from there, 
explore other fantasy tropes from 
a Norse and specifically Icelandic 
perspective.

Your Three Worlds series grapples 
with moral ambiguities and 
sociopolitical questions. To what 
extent is Icelandic literature 
concerned with social issues?

Social realism overlooks the nar-
rative possibilities offered by spec-
ulative fiction, which can mirror 
reality or set it up in a new way. 
My view is similar to Marcel Du-
champ’s view of art, which is to 
alienate the audience—to force 
the audience to reevaluate what 
it’s looking at. You have the free-
dom to alienate the audience when 
you’re making up your own world, 
because then you’re not limited 
by existing connotations of real-
ity. If you’re always talking about 
“Iceland,” then you’re stuck with 
Iceland. But if you take some of 
the themes that are going on in 
Icelandic society and place these is-
sues into a new context, then you 
can judge those ideas on their own.
 In my opinion, this is the main 
benefit of speculative fiction: the 
possibility of mirroring reality 
and asking “What if?”

This conversation has been excerpt-
ed from a series of interviews with 
writers, publishers, and educators 
based in Iceland. Full interview can 
be viewed at voxtur.wordpress.com.

 “We’re a horrible 
nation of hipsters—
we can never just do 
what anyone else is 
doing.”

Fantasy 
Mirrors 
Reality
Words ARIEL CHU    
Photo DANIEL CLAUS REUTER

Literature Wilmers Fellowship
Research Project
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Full schedule at www.bioparadis.is
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Did We Have  
You At Hello? 

Star Trek’s 50th Anniversary
September 24 I 20:00 I Bíó Paradís (E5) I Admission: 2,500 ISK

 “To boldly go where no man has gone before” is the phrase 
to shout on the evening of September 24th. Bíó Paradís 
transforms its café and lobby into a world of spaceships and 
time travellers. Young and old fans of the legendary science-
fiction phenomenon Star Trek unite in to celebrate its 50th 
birthday. Iron your Starfleet uniform and affix your prettiest 
Spock ears—best costume gets a prize. Sources say that there 
will be cake, and a replica of THE transporter! You might get 
the feeling you’re not in Kansas anymore. SS

Bíó Paradís

For exact dates and times of film screenings, visit www.bioparadis.is. 
Icelandic films are usually screened with english subtitles 

'101 Reykjavík'

A 30-year old guy still lives at his mother's 
not wanting to commit to anything. He 
soon finds out he has to figure out how 
he wants to live his life. (Eng subs)
September 23 at 22:00
September 26 at 22:00
September 28 at 22:00

'Dreamland'

Icelandic documentary film about ‘dark 
side of green energy’, about politics and 
environmental preservation. (Eng subs)
September 25 at 18:00
September 28 at 18:00

'Me Before You'

A girl from a small town forms a bond 
with a paralyzed man she's taking care of.
September 23 at 22:00
September 26 at 22:00

'Of Horses and Men'

A country romance about the human side 
of the horse and the horse side of the 
human. (Eng subs)
September 23 at 20:00
September 26 at 20:00
September 28 at 20:00

'Rams'

In an Icelandic farm valley two brothers 
that haven't spoken to each other for 
over 40 years have to come together to 
save their sheep. (Eng subs)
September 24 at 18:00
September 27 at 18:00

'Sigur Rós: Heima'

Documentary about the Icelandic post-
rock band touring around Iceland back in 
2006. (Eng subs)
September 23 at 18:00
September 26 at 18:00 
 
 
 

'Sparrows'

16-year old Ari has to move to the 
Westfjords to live with his father. (Eng 
subs)
September 23 at 20:00
September 25 at 20:00
September 27 at 20:00

'Star Trek'

Star Trek themed 50th birthday party 
for one of the most legendary science-
fiction stories in the world (their world, 
and ours). 
September 24 at 20:00

'The Neon Demon'

16-year old Jesse moves to Los Angeles. 
The innocent teen has to survive within 
the fashion industry.
September 23 at 17:30, 20:00, 22:30
September 24 at 17:30 

'Turandot - Australian Opera'

Handa Opera presents an opera where 
fear and love go hand in hand and death 
is just around the corner.
September 25 at 20:00

'Virgin Mountain'

40-year old Fusí hasn't entered the adult 
world. That's about to change when a 
woman and 8-year old girl enter his life. 
(Eng subs)
September 25 at 22:00
September 27 at 22:00

'Viva'

A drag performer in Havana clashes with 
his father about their expectations for 
each other. (English subs)
September 23 at 18:00
September 26 at 18:00

'Yarn'

The artists open up new modern 
opportunities for the tradition of knit and 
crochet. (Eng subs)
September 23 at 20:00
September 24 at 18:00

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.

We o�er a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Open 11:30–23:30 

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.



LET’S

TACO
‘BOUT IT

We are located at:
Höfðatorg, Smáralind, Spöngin, N1 Hringbraut, 

Kringlan, N1 Bíldshöfði, Dalshraun, 
Nýbýlavegur and Akureyri.

Mexican food that is a true 
fiesta for your taste buds!

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is

t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Part 1  |  Sigurður guðmundSSon 
6 October - 15 October
Part 2  |  Birgir AndréSSon
18 October - 29 October
Part 3  |  ignAcio uriArte
1 November - 12 November  
Part 4  |  rAgnA róBertSdóttir
15 November - 25 November

4 Parts
divided
6 October - 25 November 2016

Design Types

EMERGING

Get It Twisted
A talk with graphic designers Loki and Elsa

Words PARKER YAMASAKI   Photo ART BICNICK

Loki Björnsson and Elsa Jónsdóttir 
were walking by Pósthússtræti 13 
when they noticed the empty space 
on the ground floor. It took a couple 
of phone calls. The first went to a 
lady that once lived in the build-
ing, the second to the building’s 
landlord; and then they had Studio 
Kleina. At least, they had some-
where to throw the opening party: 
Studio Kleina is more than just a 
room, a two-week exhibit, or some 
typefaces. But type is one dish that 
these two really know how to pour 
themselves into, so that’s where 
we’ll start. 

What’s been  
simmering

The exhibit opens on September 
30 and features nine fonts devel-
oped over the past two years. “It’s 
really just a way of getting it out 
there,” Elsa says, pushing a load 
of invisible letters off of her chest. 
“Then we’ll just keep working on 
them.” Because there’s no fun in 
perfection; not at age 24.
 For Loki and Elsa, it’s as much 

about the process as anything 
else. “It usually starts with a 
drawing,” Loki says. “A hand 
drawing,” Elsa continues, “The 
computer programs kind of lead 
you on, they don’t allow for acci-
dents like a beautiful curve” she 
says, haphazardly swooshing her 
wrist off to one side. 
 Rather than focus on what their 
font will be, Loki and Elsa want 
to figure out what it is—piece by 
piece. More architects than arche-
ologists. With widened access to 
more streamlined design pro-
grams, it’s easier for newer type 
designers to strangle themselves 
with technical aspects and clas-
sifications, they say. “We build 
our fonts without these technical 
distinctions in mind,” Loki says. 
“We want them to have their own 
private existences,” Elsa finishes. 
 Of course the easier something 
is to obtain, the more prolific it be-
comes. “There are so many fonts 
out there now, so it is more fun for 
us to work with a concept—and 
then try to express that through 
a typeface,” Elsa says. 

Easy to digest

A concept like “food,” for instance. 
“We used ‘Kleina’ for the studio 
name because it is about taking a 
product and giving it a new twist,” 
Elsa explains. “And also because it 
fits the character of what we make,” 
Loki says. “A kleina is just this little 
donut pastry. It’s like showing that 
we don’t take everything so seri-
ously.” Elsa continues: “Yeah, and 
a lot of people don’t know just how 
much work goes into producing a 
font. They aren’t looking at the de-
tails that we are—or don’t know that 
they are looking at them—so having 
a fun thread like food gives them 
something to bite onto.”
 So maybe it took more than a 
couple of clicks and a couple of 
phone calls to bring Studio Kleina 
to fruition. But the best craftsmen 
are those that can put in the elbow 
grease and still make it look like 
a party. At the end of the day we 
can all only hope to find a way to 
convert work into play—and vice-
versa.  

     SHARE:    gpv.is/le15

Open 11:30-22:00

saegreif inn. is

Geirsgata 8  •  101 Reykjavík  •  Tel. 553 1500  •  seabaron8@gmail.com

An absolute 
   must-try!

Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other 
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse 
fish selection.
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Suðurgata 41  
101 Reykjavík  
www.thjodminjasafn.is 
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15  
101 Reykjavík  
www.safnahusid.is 
tel +354 530 22  10

National Museum of Iceland  

The country’s largest 
museum of cultural  
history from settlement  
to present day.

The Culture House  

Manuscripts, fine art, natural 
specimens, curiosities and 
archeaological findings form 
the exhibition Points of View.

 National 
Museum of
 Iceland   

  The  
Culture    
House 

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17 Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Experience 
Icelandic Art 
and Design

Gerðarsafn -  
Kópavogur Art 
Museum 
Hamraborg 4, 

Kópavogur

Open 11–17

Closed on Mondays

www.gerdarsafn.is

Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
/ Museum of Design 
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær

Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays

www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg 
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre 
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður

Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21

Closed on Tuesdays

www.hafnarborg.is

Route 40 takes you to

on your way to the Blue Lagoon

GARÐABÆR’S  
TOWN CREST   
An Exhibition on Competition 
Submissions (3.9. - 16.10.2016)

KEEPERS   
Icelandic design highlights,  
from the Collection

Experiment - Clay and 
more   
A conversation between visual 
culture and clay, in which clay 
enjoys different expressions with 
references to traditions of indus-
try, the arts and design.

3 to 5 Seconds – Rapid 
handmade production   
The Swedish designer Jenny 
Nordberg explores consumerism 
in the world. In this exhibitions 
she has combined the handmade 
and the mass produced.

SCULPTURE / 
SCULPTURE 
Eva Ísleifsdóttir / Sindri Leifsson
What is the place of sculpture in 
Icelandic contemporary art?

+ THE COLLECTION
A space for research on the 
Gerðarsafn collection and a peek 
behind the scenes of a museum.

Route 40

How to use the listings: 

Events are listed alphabetically by 
venue. For complete listings and 
detailed information on venues visit 
grapevine.is/happening. Send your 
listings to: listings@grapevine.is

Opening

ART67
Oil Paintings by Linda Óla
A contemplation of flower forms on raw 
linen. 
Opens October 1
Runs until October 31

Bíó Paradís 
Star Trek 50th Birthday Celebration
A 50th birthday party for one of the most 
legendary science-fiction stories in the 
world (their world, and ours). 
September 24 20:00

Bíó Paradís
When The Darkness Comes
Special screening of When The Darkness 
Comes, followed by a Q+A with the 
director.
September 25 20:00

Café Meski
Dauðakaffi (Death Café)
An opportunity to eat cake, drink tea, and 
discuss death. 
October 4 20:00

The Icelandic Printmakers 
Association
“In The Canyon” by Ruth Rebecca
A collection of oil paintings nestled in 
nature by Ruth Rebecca. 
Opens October 1 14:00
Runs until October 16

Listhúsi Ófeigs
“Time In Water” by Guðlaugur Bjarnason

Opens September 24 13:00
Runs until October 19

Listastofan
"Under the Skin" by Sofya Dushkina
An exhibition of graphic works inspired 
by Native Central American and Mayans.
Opens October 6 18:00
Runs until October 19

The Nordic House
Meet The Author
Athena Farrokhazd & Eiríkur Örn 
Norðdahl. The program will take place in  
Scandinavian languages.  Free entrance.
October 4 19:30

Pósthússtræti 13
Studio Kleina by Björn Loki and Elsa 
Jónsdótir
A collection of handcrafted typefaces.
Opens September 30 20:00
Runs until October 8

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
"The Enclave" by Richard Mosse
An immersive 40-minute video 
installation channelling a psychedelic 
landscape of human tragedy in the 
Congo. 
Opens September 30
Runs until January 1, 2017

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
"Arising - A Call" by Yoko Ono
A call to women to submit an anonymous 
photograph of their eyes along with a 
narrative of how they have been harmed 
in some way. 
Opens October 7
Runs until February 5, 2017

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
"One More Story..." by Yoko Ono
A voyage through the notion of art itself 
as prepared by Yoko Ono. 
Open October 8

Runs until February 5, 2017

The Reykjavík Museum of 
Photography 
“Portraits” by Hasselblad Award Winners
Opens September 24 15:00
Runs until January 15, 2017

The Nordic House
"In the Moorland" 2016
International children‘s literature festival 
will be held in the Nordic house with 
authors and scholars from Scandinavia, 
Europe and USA.
Runs October 6 – 9

The Nordic House 
Uncertain Matter
A narrative-driven audio installation in 
the greenhouse, by Ella Bertilsson and 
Ulla Juske.
Runs September 23 and 24 18:00

The Nordic House 
Listen To The Wind
Theater production for babies and 
toddlers. 
Runs September 25 15:00 and 17:00

Ongoing

ART67 - “Recycling nature”
Paintings  by R. Benedikta
Runs until September 30

Árbær Open Air Musem
Daily guided tours from 13:00 to 14:00 
through its open air exhibits.
On permanent view. 

ÁSI - “Islands on heaven and earth”
Oil paintings and water colours by Eyjólfur 
Einarsson
Runs until 2 October 2016
BERG Contemporary - Sigurður 
Guðjónsson
Runs until October 22

The Embassy of Rockall - “O Tannen-
baum”  
Photography exhibit by Kristina Petrosiute.
Runs until September 30

Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300 art-
works including a beautiful garden with 26 
bronze casts of the artist’s sculptures.
On permanent view

Gallerí Fold / Gallery Fold - "The Back 
Room"
Paintings by Zacharias Heinesen and 
Bárður Jákupsson.
Runs until September 25th.

Gallery Port - "Áferð"
Paintings by Kristín Morthens and 
Steingrímur Gauti Ingólfsson.
Runs until September 25

Gallery Sign - "Given (It Will Come 
To Light)"
A solo exhibition by American 
photographer Nina Zurier.
Runs until December 15

Gallery Orange - "Kraftur, Dulúð og 
Mýkt"
A solo exhibition of abstract paintings by 
Sigga Helga Jacobsen.
Runs until further notice.

Gerðarsafn - SCULPTURE/SCULP-
TURE 
Part of a recurring exhibit which explores 
the place of sculpture in contemporary 
art. This cycle displays the works of Eva 
Ísleifsdóttir and Sindri Leifsson. 
Runs until October 16

Hafnarborg - “3-5 Seconds: Rapid, 
Handmade Production”
An exhibit by Jenny Nordberg
Runs until October 2

Hafnarborg-Experiment/Clay and More 
A multi-artist exhibition which explores the 
conversation between visual arts and clay.
Runs until October 23

Harpa - How To Become Icelandic In 
60 Minutes
A comedy show that teaches you 
everything you need to know about being 
Icelandic. 
Runs until December 31

Imagination Is Our 
Master

"In the Moorland" International Children's 
Literature Festival 
October 6 - 9 | The Nordic House (H2) I Admission: Free!

For four days, children will be overwhelmed with books, 
comics and everything literary during this year’s interna-
tional children’s literature festival. Dive into the dramas 
of dragon diamond thieves; create the landscape of your 
dreams; run from the Russian mafia; capture the wind. 
Authors and scholars will arrive from all over Scandinavia, 
Europe and the USA to share their uncommon experiences, 
and create new ones with you. Readings, lectures and work-
shops this year focus on self-image and world-image. Check 
the program at myrin.is for languages.  JP
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Tanja Levý is an Icelandic fashion 
and textile designer who has gar-
nered attention for her tropical 
designs. She studied at the Reyk-
javík School of Visual Arts and 
in 2012 finished her bachelor's 
in fashion design at the Iceland 
Academy of the Arts. She has in-
terned for design label Eley Kishi-
moto and taken part in various 
design projects and exhibitions. 
Her most recent clothing line, 
Sýnódísk Trópík, has now been 
released and is for sale at www.
tanjalevy.com.
 
When did you start designing?
I started designing clothes for 
myself in secondary school and 
later participated in a school 
fashion show. I particularly re-
member one piece I designed for 
the show. It was a low-necked 
spandex jumpsuit for men in-
spired by Jon Bon Jovi in the 80s. I 
wanted a model with chest hair to 
wear it so the hairs would show. 
I was seventeen at the time so of 
course not many of the boys had 
chest hair and therefore nobody 
wanted to wear the suit. I ended 
up asking my friend who was used 

to modeling to wear it. He didn’t 
have chest hair either though, so 
the plan didn’t really work out.
 
What inspires you?
I am extremely curious so I like 
to use the design process to learn 
about something that sparks my 
interest. When I was a teenager I 
saw a psychologist who diagnosed 
me with a “washing machine 
brain,” in other words, a brain 
that never stops. I started using 
this “washing machine brain” of 
mine for a creative purpose and 
therefore have found an outlet for 
my obsessions to create unlikely 
connections, which become the 
concepts of my works.
 I really like working with op-
posites and have used that for 
my last two clothing lines. “Eitur 
í f lösku” was inspired by find-
ing the beauty in ugliness and 
“Sýnódísk Trópík” was inspired 
by finding happiness despite suf-
fering from winter depression.

Tell us a about your most recent 
clothing line.
Sýnódísk Trópík is a unisex cloth-
ing line and my own way of tack-

ling winter depression. I focused 
on the print-making and was in-
spired by the mix of colours and 
patterns when birds fly in the sky. 
The clothing line is dedicated to 
people who daydream about sun 
and warmth in the short winter 
days and run out lightly dressed 
as soon as the days get brighter 
and the snow has melted.
 
How is it being an artist in Iceland?
There are pros and cons. Mate-
rials are very expensive, which 
makes products ex pensive. I 
have always admired the Icelan-
dic music scene and musicians' 
motivation, how open they are to 
supporting each other and col-
laborating. I’ve always dreamt of 
working in this kind of environ-
ment as a designer and I feel like 
that dream might be coming true. 
I’ve surrounded myself with good 
people and I feel a lot of support, 
which I am very thankful for.

     SHARE:
  gpv.is/t15

“the mix of colours and patterns  
when birds fly in the sky”

Tanja Levý
Words & Photo HREFNA BJÖRG GYLFADÓTTIR

I C E L A N D I C  R E S T A U R A N T  &  B A R
Tasty  tapas  and dr inks  by  the  o ld  harbour
T a b l e  r e s e r v a t i o n s :  + 3 5 4  5 1 7  1 8 0 0  -   w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s

Certificate of Excellence 
————  2016  ————
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We’re expecting a busy summer but you  
can check-in 2 1/2 hours before departure  
and have plenty of time for refreshments  

and shopping in KEF.

We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many  
charging stations and a range of nice  

restaurants and stores. Icelandic design  
and quality brands tax and duty free  

at the Airport.

YOUNG DESIGNERS



You can choose from various 
tours and book online at 
www.intotheglacier.is 
Tel: +354 578-2550

Around, on and deep within the 
awesome Langjökull ice cap glacier.
Into the Glacier o�ers various tours to the World's largest 
ice tunnel. The ice tunnel and caves are located high on 
Iceland’s second largest glacier, Langjökull. 

Daily departures from Klaki base camp, 
Húsafell center and Reykjavík. 

A RARE, ONCE-IN-
A-LIFETIME 
OPPORTUNITY

Ongoing contd.

Hverfisgallerí - Einar Thorláksson 
Tribute
Celebrating the late artist with a collection 
of his works. 
Runs until October 8

i8 - Karin Sander 
A collection of works by Karin Sander.
Runs until September 24

Lækjartorg - Reykjavík Comedy Walk
Ticket price is 3,000 ISK for people older 
than 12 years of age. 
Runs every evening until September 26. 

Lístamenn Gallerí  - “Endurgerðir” 
Artwork by Halldór Ragnarsson 
Runs until October 2
Listasafn Akureyri - "Formsins"
An exhibit by Gunnar Kr. 
Runs until further notice

Listasal - "Kjólagjörningur"
Photography and performance exhbit by 
Thora Karlsdóttir 
Runs until November 13

Living Art Museum - 
“A dissipated body” 
An exhibit by Páll Hauk Björnsson
Runs until October 10

Living Art Museum - "Reasons to Per-
form: Always, Always, Always: Look 
for the Answer" 
Runs until December 10

Mokka-Kaffi - 'Fjallamjólk' by 
Haukur Dór
Opens August 18
Runs until September 29

Museum of Design and Applied Art 
- "Gefjun: Icelandic Wool blankets 
exhibited"
This exhibition is a part of the 'Deal me 
in' series of micro-exhibitions..

Runs until further notice

Museum of Design and Applied Art - 
"KEEPERS"'
This exhibition focuses on the question of 
how we decide which objects are worth 
keeping. 
Runs until June 4, 2017.

Nordic House - "Century of the 
Child"
An exhibition of Nordic design for 
children from 1900 to the present day. 
Runs until February 27, 2017.

Nordic House - "Rewritten 
Fairytales"
A collection of works inspired by a group 
study of the Nordic House’s collection of 
fairy and folktales. 
Runs until September 28

Reykjavík Art Museum - 
Ásmundarsafn - 'Disruption' by 
Ásmundur Sveinsson and Elín 
Hansdóttir 
Elín and Ásmundur work with perspective 
in different ways. 
Runs until October 9

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús - 
'This is our first and last work'
Exhibition of sculptures by Ingibjörg 
Sigurjónsdóttir focuses on beauty and 
truth.
Runs until October 13

Reykjavík Art Museum - Kjar-
valsstaðir - Ecosystem of Colors 
Artist Hildur Bjarnadóttir discovers the 
different ways how one, driven by own 
desire, finds a place in this world.
Runs until January 8

Reykjavík City Museum - 'Settlement 
Sagas: Accounts from Manuscripts'
This exhibition has rarely seen 
manuscripts that tell the history of the 
settlement of Reykjavík.
On permanent view

  Art Listings

Find today's events in Iceland! 
Download our free listings app 
- APPENING on the Apple and 
Android stores°

Let's Talk About Death, Baby
Dauðakaffi (Death Café)
October 4 | Café Meskí I Admission: Free!

When one thinks of “tea talk,” death usually is not the first topic that comes to mind. But 
hey, this is 2016. Dauðakaffi (“Death Coffee”) is the Icelandic incarnation of Death Café, an 
informal international organization that has been hosting events for a while now. It offers the 
opportunity to drink tea, eat cake and discuss death, in order to create awareness of it and to 
help people live their lives to the fullest. JP/SS
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With A Hint Of 
Cinnamon

‘Under the Skin’ by Sofya Dushkina
October 6 - 19 | 20:00 I Listastofan, Hringbraut 119 | Admission: Free!

Have you ever tried a “Mayan mocha?” It’s a hot chocolate 
brewed with cinnamon and other spices. Listastofan isn’t 
serving hot chocolates, but it is harboring something just as 
warm and enchanting with Sofya Dushkin’s “Under the Skin” 
exhibition. Sofya is a Siberian illustrator and graphic designer 
who incorporates her interpretations of human problems and 
feelings into uniquely designed mythological scenes. Her work 
is inspired by Native Central American and Mayan culture. 
Strange characters dance around her pages in a decorative, 
folkloric style. Sounds tasty, huh? JP/SS

Cream Of The Crop
Portraits by Hasselblad Award Winners
September 24 | 15:00 I Reykjavík Museum of Photography | Admission: Free!

A collection of portraits done by seven photographers. OK. 
What’s so special about that? Well, maybe the fact that they’ve 
been awarded with the most prestigious photography prize 
in the world—the Hasselblad Award! This exhibition features 
some of the most iconic portraits from last eight decades: Ir-
ving Penn’s portraits of Salvador Dalí; Avedon’s fashion pho-
tograph of “Dovima with Elephants” in a Dior evening dress... 
rand the list goes on. A chance to see the world through the 
lenses of the greatest. SS

Reykjavík Maritime Museum - 'The 
Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn' 
This vessel sailed through all three Cod 
Wars and has also served as a rescue ship 
to more than 200 ships. 
On permanent view

Reykjavík Maritime Museum - 'From 
Poverty to Abundance' 
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen 
at the turn of the 20th century.
On permanent view

Reykjavík Maritime Museum - 'The 
History of Sailing'
Iceland’s maritime history that showcases 
the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.
On permanent view

Reykjavík Maritime Museum - 
'Seawomen - the fishing women of 
Iceland, past and present'
On permanent view

Reykjavík Museum of Photography 
- 'Outlook' by Charlotta María 
Hauksdóttir
A series of photographs shot in Iceland in 
the fall of 2015. 
Runs until October 9

Reykjavík Museum of Photography - 
'Last Year´s Self' 
A photography exhibition that depicts the 
difference between who we were back 
then and who we are now. Photographs 
by Beate Körner
Runs until October 4

SÍM - Arnar Ómarsson and Sam Rees 

British artist Sam Rees and an Icelandic 
artist, as well as a project manager Arnar 
Ómarsson show their latest experiments.
Runs until September 26.

SÍM - 'Nærvera' by Helga Sif 
Guðmundsdóttir
She exhibits sculptures made form non 
traditional raw materials.
Runs until further notice

Stofan - Grjótaþorp - Hjarta 
Reykjavík
A photography exhibition dedicated to 
the little village in the middle of Reykjavík 
that has stayed mostly the same through 
the years.
Runs until October 10

The Culture House - “Points of View” 
Guests are taken on a journey through the 
Icelandic visual world of past and present.
Runs until further notice.

The Icelandic Phallological Museum 
More than 215 penises and penile parts 
belonging to land and sea mammals of 
Iceland. 
On permanent view
 
The National Gallery - 'Vasulka 
Chamber' 
Steina and Woody Vasulka are some of 
the pioneers in multimedia and video art, 
and have a show at the National Gallery. 
On permanent view

The National gallery - "T E X T" 
Text-centered works from the collection 
of Pétur Arason and Ragna Róbertsdóttir
Runs until January 8, 2017

The National Museum of Iceland - 
'The Making of A Nation' 
This exhibition is intended to provide 
insight into the history of the Icelandic 
nation from Settlement to the present day.
On permanent view

Tveir Hrafnar - "Beaucoups Of Blues" 
A collection of oil paintings by Jón Óskar
Runs until October 15

Volcano House
The exhibition gives a brief overview of 
Iceland’s magnificent nature. 
On permanent view

Wind and Weather Gallery - “The 
Shell” 
An exhibit by Linn Björklund
Runs until October 29.



American Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK.

Apótek

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK, 
Wine 745 ISK.

B5

Every day from 
17:00 to 20:00. 
2-for-1: 
Beer 1,000 ISK, 
Wine 1,200 ISK, 
Cocktails 1,100 ISK.

Bar 7

Every day from 
16:00 to 21:00. 
Beer 400 ISK, 
Shot 450 ISK.

Bar 11

Thursday to Satur-
day from 21:00 to 
01:00. 
Beer 500 ISK,
Shot 450 ISK.

Bazaar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Selected cocktails 
1,500 ISK.

Barber Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Selected cocktails 
1,500 ISK.

Beer Garden

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK,
50% off cocktails. 

Bjarni Fel

Sun-Thu from 
21:00 to 23:00. 
2-for-1: 
Beer 1,190 ISK. 

Boston

Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.  
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK.

Bravó

Every day from 
11:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 850 ISK. 

Bryggjan Brugghús

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK. 

Bus Hostel

Every day from 
17:00 to 21:00. 
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK.

Den Danske Kro

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
2-for-1: 
Beer 1,200 ISK, 
Wine 1,200 ISK.

Dillon

Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00. 
2-for-1: 
Beer 1,100 ISK,
Wine 1,400 ISK;
Whiskey 550 ISK.

Dúfnhólar 10

Every day from 
17:00 to 22:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK.

English Pub

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK.

Frederiksen Ale 
House

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00, 
Sat-Sun from 22:00 
to 00:00.
2-for-1: 
Beer 900 ISK, 
Wine 1,150 ISK.

Forréttabarinn

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Gaukurinn

Every day from 
14:00 to 21:00 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK, 
Shots 750 ISK.

Hilton Hotel Bar

Every day from 
17:00 to 19:00. 
50% off all drinks: 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 675 ISK.

Hlemmur Square

Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK,
Selected cocktails 
1,200 ISK.

Hótel Holt Gallery 
Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 750 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK, 
Selected cocktails 
1,600 ISK.

Hótel Natura

Sat-Thu from 16:00 
to 18:00, Friday 
from 14:00 to 
18:00. 50% off all 
drinks:
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK, 
Selected cocktails 
1,600 ISK.

Hótel Plaza Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, 

Wine 900 ISK.

Hraðlestin

Mon-Fri from 
14:00 to 18:00. 
Small beer 590 ISK, 
Wine 590 ISK.

Hressó

Every Sunday and 
Thursday from 
20:00 to 23:00.
Beer 675 ISK.

Húrra

Mon-Sat from 
18:00 to 21:00, 
Sunday from 19:00 
to 21:00. 
Beer 800 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK.

Íslenski Barinn 

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Iða Zimsen

Every day from 
19:00 to 22:00. 
Beer 495 ISK.

Ísafold Bistro 

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 900 ISK.

Jörgensen Kitchen 
& Bar 

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 900 ISK.

Kaffibarinn

Every day from 
15:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 650 ISK.

Kaffi Vinyl

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

Kaldi Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK. 

Kiki Queer Bar

Thursday from 
21:00 to 01:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, 
Shots 500 ISK.

Kitchen & Wine 
Bar at 101 Hotel

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 900 ISK.

Klaustur Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 800 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK.

Kryddlegin Hjörtu

All day long. 
Beer 750 ISK,

Wine 1,090 ISK. 

Lebowski Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
2-for-1: 
Beer 1,200 ISK,
Wine 1,200 ISK.

Loft Hostel Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.  
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Matarkjallarinn

Mon-Fri from 
15:00 to 17:00.  
Small beer 550 ISK, 
Beer 750 ISK, 
Wine 650 ISK,
Selected cocktails 
1,100 ISK.

MarBar

Every day from 
18:00 to 21:00. 
Small beer 550 ISK, 
Cocktail 1,200 ISK.

Meze

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 790 ISK.

Mímisbar

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK,
Selected cocktails 
1,100 ISK.

Ölsmiðjan

Every day from 
16:00 to 01:00. 
Small beer 490 ISK, 
Wine 990 ISK,
Shot 990 ISK.

Petersen Svítan í 
Gambla Bíó

Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 1,000 ISK.

Prikið

Mon-Fri from 
16:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 600 ISK.

Public House

Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 575 ISK, 
Wine 745 ISK.

Reykjavík Chips

Mon-Fri from 
20:00 to 22:00. 
2 beers and fries 
2,000 ISK. 

Red Chili

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 650 ISK.

Roadhouse

Every Friday and 
Saturday from 
21:30 to 23:00. 

Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 650 ISK.

Sæta Svínið

Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 595 ISK, 
Wine 695 ISK.

SKY Restaurant & Bar  

Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 900 ISK.

Skuggi Bar

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Slippbarinn

Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00. 
Beer 500 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK, 
Selected cocktails 
1,200 ISK.

Stúdentakjallarinn

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 550 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Sushisamba 

Every day from 
17:00 to 18:30. 
Beer 645 ISK, 
Wine 745 ISK.

Tacobarinn

Mon-Sat from 
16:00 to 19:00,
Fri-Sat from 22:30 
to 01:00.
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Uno

Every day from 
17:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

Uppsalir

Every day from 
17:00 to 19:00. 
2-for-1: 
Beer 1,000 ISK, 
Wine 1,350 ISK.

Vegamót

Thu-Sat from 
22:00 to 00:00.
Beer 750 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK.

Verbúð 11 Lobster 
& Stuff

Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK,
Selected cocktails 
1,400 ISK,
G&T 735 ISK.

Ölstofan

Every day from 
15:00 to 20:00. 
Beer 750 ISK, 
Wine 890 ISK, 

Download the  
FREE Grapevine 
Appy Hour app!

Every happy hour in 
town in your pocket. 
Available in the App 

Store and on the 
Android Play Store.

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house  
Tel:511-1118

Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Laugavegur 24 | #publichouse101
publichouse.is

THE
COOLEST 
GASTROPUB 
IN TOWN
Kitchen open
until 23

A GUIDE THAT 

FUCKS YOU UP

A list of 

Every  
Happy 
Hour 

in 101 Reykjavík



Awards For Best Thai Food Every Years
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All food is  gently cooked from fresh ingredients
and that keeps  its nutritional value and original  �avors well.

it takes time to cook all the food, nothing is ready
Please prepare your time before you come to enjoy your meal 

R E S T A U R A N T

Ban Thai is not a “fast food” restaurant
every meal take some time to cook, we cook after receiving the order

Food
Autumn Greens, Pea and Fresh Lovage Soup  

Soup Tuesday!
Words & Photos  YORK UNDERWOOD

Yes, it's here. Autumn. The Fall. 
The best season, aesthetically. 
It's when everyone looks their 
best. Fall clothing is flattering 
on everyone, and fall flavours are 
comforting on almost everyone's 
palate. First, before the following 
soup recipe gets torn apart by you 
everything-must-be-fresh purists 
out there: I agree with you. This 
is, however, Iceland. So I'm using 
these:

Not only that, but this certain brand 
of canned peas I'm using has a spe-
cial place in the hearts of Icelanders, 
reminding them of Christmas and 
other holidays. There's even been 
some Warhol-esque art done in hom-
age to the can design. Don't fret! I do 
use some freshly picked and foraged 
lovage, though. Check it out:

Yeah, I picked this by the Danish 
Embassy. It grows all over Reykja-
vík. You just have to keep your eyes 
open. 
 This soup is satisfying and 
comforting in both flavour and 
texture. It's simple, smooth and 
creamy. The longer it sits in the 
pot the stronger the lovage fla-
vour.
 Give it a try and let me know 
what you think.

Ingredients
6 cans of peas (or 1 kg frozen or 
fresh)
1 leek
1 medium-sized yellow onion
500 mL of crème fraîche 
1.5 litres of water
2 tablespoons of butter
1 handful of freshly picked lovage, 
particularly from near or in the 

Danish Embassy.
Salt, pepper and enough vegetable 
bouillon for 1.5 litres of water

Directions
1. Put the butter in a deep pot on 

medium heat. Dice your leek very 
fine, using only the white and light 
green parts. Dice your onion fine 
as well and add both the leek and 
onion to the pot. Let everything 
sweat and soften for about five 
minutes.

2. Add the cans of peas, OR FRESH 
OR FROZEN OR WHATEVER, 
and heat everything together. I 
make sure to strain my canned 
peas before adding them to the 
pot. Add the water and the veg-
etable bouillon and turn the 
heat up to high.

3. Once it's boiled, turn the heat 
to low and let it cool to a sim-
mer. Add about 5oo mL of 
crème fraîche and fold it into 
the soup. Tear the leaves off of 
the lovage and add to the pot. 
Let simmer for 20 to 30 min-
utes. Then serve immediately.

Enjoy!

     SHARE:
  gpv.is/soup15

Soup Tuesday Returns!
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PAN–FRIED FISH 

FISH STEW  
Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,  

white wine, cream and butter 
1.850 isk 

PLAICE  
Tomatoes, capers, parsley,  

lemon and butter
2.100 isk

ARCTIC CHAR  
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,

lemon and butter
2.100 isk

Our pan–fried fish is always
served with butter–fried

Icelandic potatoes & fresh salad

desserts

DATE CAKE
Walnuts, coconut, cream cheese  

coffee cream blueberries and whipped cream
1.400 isk

SKYR MOUSSE
WITH WHITE CHOCOLATE

Roasted almonds, blueberry sauce  
and whipped cream 

1.550 kr.

any
pans
for

lunch?

lækjargata 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com



Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík  
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

Lífið er saltfiskur

#109 Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its 
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and 
all the good things coming from it.  

 
It does not matter if it’s the 

ingredients or the old traditions, we 
try to hold firmly on to both. 

There are not many things that make 
us happier than giving life to old 

traditions and forgotten ingredients 
with modern technique and our creative 

mind as a weapon. 

1 0 1  Ó Ð I N S T O R G  R E Y K J A V Í K  Í S L A N D  S N A P S B I S T R O . I S
s n a p s b i s t r o @ s n a p s b i s t r o . i s  + 3 5 4  5 1 1 6 6 7 7

F R E N C H  O N I O N  S O U P
I c e l a n d i c  Í s b ú i  c h e e s e ,  c r o û t o n s

2 . 3 0 0 . k r

M O U L E S  M A R I N I È R E S
s t e a m e d  m u s s e l s  f r o m  B r e i ð a f j ö r ð u r

2 . 1 0 0 . k r

F I S H  O F  T H E  D A Y
c h e f ´ s  s p e c i a l

3 . 6 0 0 . k r

E s t .  2 0 1 2R e y k j a v i k
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Find the best food in Iceland!
Download our free dining app, CRAVING 
on the Apple and Android stores

On a typical day, 750,000 
people pass through Grand 
Central Terminal in Mid-
town Manhattan. That 
number—twice the popu-
lation of Iceland—includes 
hurrying commuters and 
shutter-happy tourists. 
But a new fixture in Grand 
Central now brings a dif-
ferent kind of foot traffic 
to this hulking transit hub: 
foodies hungry for the fare 
dished up at Agern, a culi-
nary venture spearheaded 
by Icelandic chef Gunnar 
Karl Gíslason and Claus 
Meyer, co-founder of Co-
penhagen’s storied Noma 
restaurant.
 Off a busy corridor con-
necting the terminal to 
42nd Street, Agern is inconspicu-
ous, tucked away atop a half flight 
of stairs in what once was a men’s 
smoking lounge. As with Gunnar’s 
restaurants Dill and the nameless 
pizzeria at Hverfisgata 12, which 
occupy an unassuming house in 
101 Reykjavík, the anonymity of 
Agern’s exterior makes entering 
feel serendipitous, accidental. 
Inside, wood panelling snakes 
around the modern interior, and a 
dull, calm hum—at odds with the 
Grand Central’s hubbub—suffuses 
the room.
 Gunnar walks me through the 
back doors into Vanderbilt Hall, 
an echoing atrium populated 
with food stalls offering Nordic-
inspired casual fare: smørrebrød, 
salads, porridges, pastries. These 
counters comprise the Great 
Northern Food Hall, integral to 
Agern’s larger vision. By expand-
ing the operation, Gunnar aims to 
minimize waste, using ingredi-
ents to their fullest extent: coffee 
grounds become compost, leftover 
bread becomes beer, which is baked 

back into bread. Concomitant with 
this low-waste policy is the equally 
ambitious goal of maximizing in-
house food production. The fran-
chise has opened project spaces—a 
dairy, butchery, roastery, and fish-
smoking and fermentation facili-
ties—allowing Gunnar to work 
with raw ingredients as much as 
possible. These aims, along with a 
commitment to sourcing ingredi-
ents within a 500-mile range, are 
hallmarks of New Nordic cuisine. 
However, Gunnar tells me, Agern 
is not fundamentally a Nordic res-
taurant: although founded upon 
New Nordic principles, Agern uses 
flavors alien to the frigid north.
 A persistent smile betrays Gun-
nar’s sheer glee in the endeavor. He 
left Iceland in January, entrusting 
management of his Reykjavík lo-
cations—Dill, Hverfisgata 12, and 
Sæmundur í Sparifötunum (Kex 
Gastropub)—to a team eager to 
take the reins. Initially he planned 
to stay for two years, but, bolstered 
by a stream of complimentary re-
views, it’s looking more like five. 

Recently, New York Times 
food critic Pete Wells gave 
Agern a three-star rating, 
putting it in a class with 
only a handful of restau-
rants. “After my four chil-
dren,” Gunnar says, “Those 
three stars may be my 
proudest achievements.”
 Gunnar sets me up 
with the Land + Sea tast-
ing menu, a seemingly 
endless series of whim-
sically plated dishes, al-
most too pretty to eat. 
Beginning with bite-size 
snacks (sweetbreads, a 
single oyster, fried potato 
bread), the meal crescen-
dos as heartier courses ar-
rive: shredded beef heart 
tossed with shallots and 

shaved broccoli spears; grilled tile-
fish with leek, celery, and romaine; 
pork neck on a bed of beans and pea 
shoots. As a recently lapsed veg-
etarian, however, I’m surprised to 
find the pescatarian dishes stand 
out the most: a melon and cucum-
ber salad with cracked millet and 
trout roe, bursting with savory sap; 
and a beet, roasted in a vegetable 
ash shell, served over beet tartare. 
Dessert is anything but an after-
thought: frozen skyr with pureed 
cucumber and cantaloupe, dehy-
drated eggplant with chocolate and 
purple basil granita, and a buck-
wheat tart.
 After ending my feast with a 
meticulously brewed light roast, 
I’m handed a cloth satchel. Back 
in the terminal, now quiet after 
the evening commute, I peek into 
my goodie bag: small containers 
of coffee and handmade candies—
mementoes drawing an already 
memorable meal into the morning.

     SHARE:
  gpv.is/ag15

Chef Gunnar Karl alights at Grand Central

An Icelandic Chef  
In The Big Apple

Words ELI PETZOLD  Photo COURTESY OF AGERN
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It becomes dark almost as soon 
as we begin our descent into Víð-
gelmir. It’s the kind of darkness to 
which your eyes will never adjust, 
and although above ground it’s 
a summery twelve degrees Cel-
sius, the temperature has quickly 
dropped to near freezing and the 
air begins to taste stale. We’re 
marching deep into the largest 
lava tube in Iceland, a long and 
wide cave that stretches for nearly 
1.6 kilometres beneath the Hall-
mundarhraun lava field. 

More then
just a cave

Since May of this year, the family 
who owns the land around Víð-
gelmir has been operating guided 
tours into the lava tube under the 
name “The Cave.” They’ve built a 

warm and brightly lit building that 
rises from the uneven grey rock 
near Langjökull glacier and acts 
as a starting point for the tours. 
From there it’s a 200-metre walk 
through the lava field to the gap-
ing mouth of Víðgelmir, which was 
formed after a section of the lava 
tube collapsed. 
 “Let’s hope the cave doesn’t col-
lapse today,” jokes our guide, Egill 
Örn Sigurpálsson, as we crouch 
through the narrowest part of the 
tube. Inside lies a cavern that has 
been fitted with lights to illumi-
nate the green, reds and yellows 
that dress its walls. “This room is 
called ‘the cafeteria,’” Egill says, 
because it was where they kept the 
coffee whilst building the wooden 
ramps and stairs that guide visi-
tors through the cave. 
 Egill explains how cold winter 
air is trapped in the cave year-

round, keeping the patches of ice 
around us from melting. Icy water 
drips from the ceiling, forming tall 
stalagmites of ice that rise from 
the cave floor. Glittering in front 
of fitted lights, these crystalline 
formations shine like diamonds in 
the darkness. The rock walls them-
selves are coloured by rust, sul-
phur, iron and cobalt, as if painted 
by frenzied brushstrokes. 

Reading history
in the rock

A couple hundred metres deeper 
into the cave, Egill stops the group 
and jumps off the wooden plat-
form. “This is my favourite part 
of the cave, because it reminds me 
of chocolate,” he says, resting his 
hand against the reddish-brown 

rock that appears to be melting off 
the walls. These unique geological 
formations were formed by lava 
from the eruption of a volcano be-
neath Langjökull glacier. As they 
cooled down, thin crusts formed 
on top of the lava, allowing differ-
ent temperatures of lava to flow 
on top of each 
other and cre-
ate visible lay-
ers on the cave 
walls. 
 Our journey 
ends in a cav-
ern about 600 
metres into the lava tube and 39 
metres below ground level. At this 
depth, Egill’s earlier joke about the 
cave collapsing takes on a certain 
gravity. Boulders that dwarf the 
members of the tour are strewn 
around the cave floor—the rem-
nants of other collapses that 

probably occurred during the lava 
tube’s formation. It’s only a matter 
of time before the whole structure 
collapses, through Egill assures us 
that won’t be for at least another 
5,000 years. 
 Back above ground level, the air 
feels refreshing and warm. The 

Langjökull gla-
cier, which had 
been shrouded 
by clouds when 
we began our de-
scent, now peeks 
out from behind 
the neighbour-

ing mountains. As we march back 
across the lava field towards the 
base camp I’m struck by what other 
worlds might lie just out of sight, 
only a few metres below our feet. 

   SHARE & MORE PICTURES: 
       gpv.is/tube

Caving

A World 
Beneath 
Our Feet
A journey 
into Iceland’s 
largest lava 
tube

Words ISAAC WÜRMANN    Photos ART BICNICK
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“Let’s hope the 
cave doesn’t 

collapse today”
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Distance by Car
from Reykjavík
140 km

Trip provided by
Bustravel Iceland 
www.bustravel.is
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How to get there
Bustravel Iceland picks you up. 
Entrance fee. Check www.thecave.is 



INTERVIEW

The Cave Tamer
The Raufarhólshellir lava tube  
is to be developed—for its own 
protection
Words ARTA BALODE 

Photos HELGA LAUFEY GUÐMUNDSDÓTTIR & ART BICNICK

Raufarhólshellir, the third larg-
est lava tunnel in Iceland, is easily 
accessible from Reykjavík: after 
a 35km drive, it’s simple to enter 
and explore the almost 1.4km long 
cave on your own. Soon, though, 
this is set to change. A project to 
build facilities around the lava 
tunnel has been approved, and 
construction is due to begin this 
autumn. Hallgrímur Kristins-
son is the one leading the project, 
and a few minutes into our chat, 
I get the impression the project 
couldn’t be in better hands. 

Improve or close

The cave’s proximity to the capi-
tal, combined with its astonish-
ing beauty, makes it a popular 
site to visit. "It's the most popu-
lar cave in Iceland,” says Halli. 
“No any other cave gets as many 
visitors as Raufarhólshellir." But 
as the number of foreign adven-
turers in Iceland increases every 
year, the cave faces consequences.
 When I visit the site, climbing 
over rocks and watching my step, 
the overall picture is not encour-

aging: I see broken glass, toilet 
paper, leftovers from a fire and 
cigarette butts. Halli notices my 
surprise. "Building infrastruc-
ture is something that needs to 
be done,” he says, “otherwise the 
landowners would close the cave, 
because of all the garbage and 
harm." 
 He particularly stresses the 
importance of the project's out-
come being in a harmony with na-
ture. "We want to emphasise the 
beauty, instead of messing things 
up," he continues. "I honestly be-
lieve that by creating infrastruc-
ture, we both protect the cave, and 
make it possible for everyone to go 
there." 

Lost in the dark

He has a point—there are plenty 
of stories about rescue teams be-
ing called to rescue tourists from 
the beasts lurking in the darkness 
of the cave's underworld tun-
nels. I hear about some climbers 
who arrived fully equipped with 
professional caving equipment: 
an iPhone flashlight, which, of 
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course, ran out of battery during 
their descent. With experience 
or hindsight, of course, nobody 
would ever end up in such a situa-
tion. Halli cites such instances as 
another reason why the changes 
are in fact necessary.
 "We're taking our first steps 
now," he says, radiating enthusi-
asm to protect the tunnel from 
further damage, whether deliber-
ate or unconscious. Apart from 
setting a date for a voluntary cave 
cleaning day, the project’s organ-
isers have carefully planned out 
the most nature-friendly meth-
ods to execute their plans. 
 Whilst the depths of the tun-
nel are unaffected by weather, the 
entrance area does see some sea-
sonal differences." In wintertime, 
there are big snow piles coming 
into the ceiling openings, as well 
as astounding icicles," Halli ex-
plains. Whatever the weather, 
Raufarhólshellir will remain a 
popular site—some tours are due 
to start very soon, with the im-
provements scheduled to be fin-
ished in 2017. 

   SHARE & MORE PICTURES: 
       gpv.is/tamer

REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC WHALE WATCHING

REYKJAVÍK EXPRESS WHALES & PUFFINS

NORTHERN LIGHTS CRUISE 

VIÐEY ISLAND

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is

Duration: 1,5 - 2,5 hours
Departures: 1. September - 15. April

Schedule on elding.is
Departures: Daily

Duration: 1-1,5 hours
Departures: 1. April - 16. October

Duration: 2,5-3,5 hours
Departures:  All year round

 from Reykjavik

Price
1.200 ISK

Price
9.900 ISK

Price
22.990 ISK

Price
9.900 ISK

Come and meet us at Reykjavík Old Harbour
+354 519 5000

 

www.elding.is



BOOK YOUR TOUR NOW!

Contact Information - 24 hour booking service
 Book now at www.grayline.is or call +354 540 1313
 Sales office, Hafnarstræti 20, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland

grayline.is#GraylineIceland#FindAReasonToGo #GraylineIceland /GraylineIceland

NORTHERN LIGHTS 
MYSTERY



When I told the waitress that I 
was looking for something inter-
esting to do in Þorlákshöfn, she 
expressed condolences. It’s not 
exactly the reaction one hopes 
for when writing a piece about a 
town. She asked the other wait-
ress and went in the back to con-
sult with the chefs, one of whom 
was from Þorlákshöfn. Nothing. 
 “My son plays Pókemon Go, and 
I remember reading something 
interesting about Þorlákshöfn on 
the Facebook group that I joined 
for him—let me see if I can find 
it,” she said, scrolling through her 
phone. I started to worry that the 
reality of this place might actually 
be so featureless that the story 
would focus on a virtual reality—
and Pókemon Go at that, not even 
a cool Björkian virtual reality. 
 “Oh, here it is,” she continued. 
“‘In Þorlákshöfn there are no wa-
ter Pókemon, which is ridiculous 
because it is a sea town,’” she 
read. Great. Even its virtual real-
ity news is more focused on what 
it lacks than what it has.

What was is what is

As we pull into the town, the day 
is misty and constantly verging 
on rain, like a teenage boy trying 

not to cry. We head toward the sea 
and drive along the harbour front, 
straight out onto a quiet quay 
with old merchant ships tethered 
to each side. Instantly, my doubts 
are silenced. When we step out of 
the car, the quietness turns into 
an emotional reverence. 
 I walk up one side of the 
pier and down the other, 
intensely attracted to the 
bold primary colors of the 
boats’ chipped paint. I pass 
SVA N U R, F R IÐR I K SIG -
URÐSSON, 
JÓHANNA, 
the names 
r e n d e r e d 
in blue, yellow, and teal. A 
man emerges from the gut 
of the Jóhanna, climbs her 
rusty steps to the dock, and 
begins a slow stroll back to 
the shore where Þolákshöfn 
waits for him, ever so pa-
tiently. 

LED the way

The only 
o t h e r 
big buzz 
I’d unearthed about Þorlákshöfn 
was about a great café nestled 
somewhere in its innards. The 

café is called Hendur í Hönd, and 
it has its own street sign as you 
enter the city. We arrive in the 
early evening, and the “Opið” sign 
has long been switched off. 
 After cruising the residential 
streets we pull up to a small church 

with a smaller graveyard and 
a large LED-lit cross. Behind 
the church a long path winds 
out to the lighthouse. Even at 
some distance from the shore-
line, we can see the crash-
ing waves shooting up like 

geysers as 
they break 
against the 
rocks.

Non-locals only

Where the path meets the 
jetty we have our second en-
counter with human life. A 
fire, two surfboards, three 
cars, and a group of five men 
and one woman stand in 
f lannels and hoodies. The 

scene looks like 
one I would 

have en-
countered 

on any given day back in Califor-
nia. But I was not in California, I 
was in Þorlákshöfn. 

 The group is serendipitous. 
Two of the surfers are from Swit-
zerland, one from Canada, one 
from New York and two from Cal-
ifornia. Some know each other 
from before this gathering at the 
edge of the jetty, and others have 
just met. We talk about the surf 
and chance encounters, and how 
I shouldn’t disclose this favourite 
spot. 

Pókemon No

The town is drenched in a certain 
kind of serenity—just the kind of 
quietness that many people trav-
elling the South Coast of Iceland 
might be searching for, in one 
way or another. One arrives with-
out expecting much, and leaves 
refreshed, calm, and a little bit 
soggy. Þorlakshöfn is a town of 
the sea—being there amongst the 
boats and sea spray is almost like 
taking a dip in the ocean itself. It 
truly is unbelievable that there 
are no water Pókemon here. 

   SHARE: 
 gpv.is/nstlg

DRIVE-THROUGH TOWN 

Nostalgia For The 
Non-Existent
Not everywhere  
has to be somewhere

Canadian pop man-
child Justin Bieber 
has been called out 
once again for the 
treatment of Ice-
landic nature in his 

music videos. In his latest offer-
ing, “Cold Water” (a collaboration 
with Major Lazer and MØ), danc-
ers prance over the delicate moss 
of the Eldhraun lava field. Snorri 
Baldursson of the Icelandic Envi-
ronmental Association said: “This 
is probably the worst treatment 
you can imagine for the moss, 
to jump on it. This type of moss 
that we have in the Eldhraun lava 
field is probably one of the coun-
try’s most sensitive ecosystems. 
It hardly tolerates any trampling. 
The footstep of one person re-
mains in it for a whole summer. 
Once the moss has been jumped 
on, the top layer is ruined.” First 
the lacklustre shows, and now 
this? Why u hate us, Justin?

If you enjoyed our recent light-
house-themed issue, you may be 
interested to know that the light-
house at the famous Dyrhólaey 
peninsula has been converted into 
boutique accommodation by Ice-
landair Hotels. The building now 
contains beds for six people along 
with a dining room, kitchen, TV 
room, and a balcony that looks 
north to the twin glaciers of Ey-
jafjallajökull and Mýrdalsjökull. 
Prepare for the catch, though: a 
single night costs 165,000 ISK (ap-
prox $1,300 USD or €1,200), mak-
ing it Iceland’s most expensive ac-
commodation.

Over 30 traffic accidents have been 
reported this year on a picturesque 
but treacherous stretch of road 
at Skógarströnd, between Styk-
kishólmur and Búðardalur. The 
most recent saw a car take a roll, 
with the driver transferred to hos-
pital from the site of the accident. 
This track is famously windy, and 
has a loose dirt surface. In light 
of the accidents, the authorities 
have reduced the speed limit from 
90kmph to 50kmph until the road 
can be improved. Be careful out 
there, y’all!

TRAVEL  

NEWS       

IN BRIEF
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Words PARKER YAMASAKI 

Photos ART BICNICK



BSI Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •  580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is • www.ioyo.is

Free WiFi
when availableCheck out all the options on www.ioyo.is

OR
VIÐURKENND

FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE

GOLD-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

THE FREEDOM IS YOURS!
Experience beautiful nature of Þórsmörk!

Audio GuidanceSchedule:

* Road & weather conditions determine when highland roads  
 are accessible.

**  Between 1 May - 1 June and 31 August - 15 October departures  
 from these locations need to be booked at the mountain hut’s  
 supervisors before noon.

9 - Valid 1 May - 15 October

9a - Valid 1 May - 15 October

 Arrival   Departure

Reykjavík (BSÍ Bus Terminal)

Hveragerði (Campsite)

Selfoss (Campsite)

Selfoss (N1 Gas Station)

Hella (Campsite)

Hella (Kjarval Supermarket)

Hvolsvöllur (N1 Gas Station)

Seljalandsfoss (Waterfall)

Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)

Stakkholtsgjá (Canyon)

Þórsmörk (Básar)

Þórsmörk (Langidalur)

Stakkholtsgjá (Canyon)

Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)

FROM

08:00
08:40
08:55
09:00
09:35
09:40
10:15 
10:45

 12:00   12:30
12:45

 13:10   15:00
 15:15   15:20

15:35
 15:50

19:30
20:10
20:25
20:30
20:55
21:00
21:10

 21:30   21:40
 22:55

16:00
16:40
16:55
17:00
17:25
17:30
18:00
18:30
 19:30 

DAILY
1/5 - 15/10*

DAILY
1/6 - 31/8

DAILY
1/6 - 31/8

Þórsmörk (Básar)

Þórsmörk (Langidalur)

Stakkholtsgjá (Canyon)

Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)

Seljalandsfoss (Waterfall)

Hvolsvöllur (N1 Gas Station)

Hella (Kjarval Supermarket)

Hella (Campsite)

Selfoss (Campsite)

Selfoss (N1 Gas Station)

Hveragerði (Campsite)

Reykjavík (BSÍ Bus Terminal)

Reykjavík (RVK City Hostel)

FROM

07:20 
07:30 

08:00
09:00
09:30
09:35
09:40
10:05
10:10
10:20
 11:15 

20:00
20:10

20:40
21:40 

 22:00   22:10
22:20
22:25
22:50
22:55
23:05
 23:45 
 00:15 

15:00
 15:15   15:20

15:35
16:00
17:15
17:45
17:55
18:00
18:25
18:30
18:40
19:35
 19:50 

DAILY
2/6 - 31/8

DAILY
1/6 - 31/8

DAILY
1/5 - 15/10*

Húsadalur

Básar

Langidalur

Stakkholtsgjá

Tröllakirkja

Mófell

Krossá

IOYO 9 - 9a   /   Reykjavík - Þórsmörk*



“I understand and acknowledge 
the risks I’m undertaking by 
choosing to participate in activi-
ties and assume all responsibility 
for exposing myself to these risks/
dangers,” states the last sentence 
of the contract. I consider these 
words before signing. It’s a nec-
essary step before an all-action 
whale watching safari that prom-
ises to include scooting over the 
waves a aboard a 700-horsepower 
inflatable speedboat.

 Having experienced extreme 
cold while taking boat trips in 
Iceland, I’ve packed my winter 
jacket, hat, scarf and gloves for 
this one. I only need the hat, 
though, as Whale Safari supply 
everybody with warm overalls, 
gloves, goggles and all necessary 
safety equipment. As I dress, I 
feel a bit anxious—I can’t help 
but think about Moby Dick ris-
ing up out of the water to destroy 
Ahab’s ship. But the guy who helps 
me and about dozen other thrill-

seekers into our lifejackets is so 
chill that I quickly forget such 
scary thoughts.
 I chat with an Irishman who 
just got off the last tour. “It took 
us for a while to see any whales, 
but it was worth it,” he says, hap-
pily. “Actually, it would’ve been 
great even if we didn’t see whales. 
The boat ride was an adventure in 
itself.”

 Whales 
aren’t summoned

 
We board the boat and speed out 
of the harbour, bouncing along the 
waves. I enjoy the feeling of cold 
ocean water splashing my face. It’s 
a bumpy ride, so I also enjoy the fact 
that I didn’t have any lunch before-
hand. I eye the huge mountains, 
the powerful sea and the endless 
horizon, and the feeling of freedom 
is priceless. 
 In 92% of these tours, whales or 
dolphins are seen. After scanning 
the ocean for about an hour and a 
half, we learn with regret that we’ve 
won the jackpot: we’re among the 
eight percent that don’t. But the 
Irishman’s words from earlier ring 
true: the ride was an adventure in 
itself. 
 I’m happy to find out that the 
tour company gives everyone on 
an unlucky boat a complimentary 
second trip. When I return a few 

days later, the sea is mirror-still—
perfect conditions for the gentle 
giants to reveal themselves to us. 
Fifteen minutes in, I begin to see 
the first whales scything effort-
lessly through the water, and pretty 
soon a big minke whale shows up. 
“We call it ‘minke-stinky’ because 
you can smell rotten fish before see-
ing a minke itself,” says our guide. 
She’s right. “Minke-stinky” may be 
the second-smallest of the baleen 
family of whales, but it looks like 

a giant with its dorsal fin sticking 
up above water. This time, we’re 
lucky enough to see at least ten of 
these beautiful creatures during 
the trip. After an unforgettable hour 
amongst these seabound giants, 
I return to the harbour thinking: 
“I love the sea, and everything in it.”
 
Trip provided by whalesafari.is 

   SHARE & MORE PICTURES: 
       gpv.is/whale

Njörðr, Please 
Summon The Whales
A high-speed whale chase 
Words  GEIDI RAUD   Photos  ART BICNICK
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Several accounts of tale 
stones exist. Ólafur of 
Purkey says that it can be 
found in the nest of the 
wagtail in May. It is to be 
kept in a bloody neck scarf 
and put in your right ear 
when you wish to learn 
something from it. It will 
then tell you everything 
that you might want to 
know.
 Others describe the 
stone thus: When the first 
day of summer arrives 
during Holy Week, the ra-
ven will lay on the eggs on 
Good Friday. One should approach 
the nest while mass is being said. 
When the Passion is recited, the 

raven will lie on the eggs as if dead, 
and a stone will fall from its head 
and into the nest from where it 

can be retrieved. One should then 
harden it and carry it on one’s per-
son in a bag. When placed at the 

root of the tongue, one will be able 
to understand raven language.
 A man who wants to acquire 

some knowledge is to tie 
the stone under his right 
armpit when he goes to 
bed and wrap his clothes 
tightly around his body. 
“Set your mind on that 
which you want to know 
before you fall asleep, and 
remember what you have 
learned when you awake.”
 One stone, grey in co-
lour, can be found in sea 
foam. When placed in a 
lake, sediment appears, 
in which one can see 
one’s face. “Then ask that 
which you want answered 
and be steadfast.” 

Source: Jón Árnason, Íslenz-
kar þjóðsögur og ævintýri I, 
p. 649-650.

"Monster of the Month" is a spin off of 'The Mu-
seum of Hidden Beings', by artist Arngrímur Sigurðsson. He delved 
into Iceland ś mythological history, taking creature encounters from 
across the centuries and bringing them to life through painting in an 
act of creative cryptozoology. Find the book at bookstores, or order 
it online at arngrimur.com.

ADVENTURE

Offering fresh Icelandic cuisine in a 
stylish and casual atmosphere in the heart 

of down town Reykjavík.  

isafold re s t aurant . is
Þingholtsstræti 5 - tel: 595 8535

RESTAURANT
ÍSAFOLD

 Fresh local food and cozy ambiance in the city center 
Kitchen open from 11:30 - 22:00

 
 Þingholtsstræti 5 - Tel: 595 8535 - www.isafoldrestaurant.is

MONSTER OF THE MONTH

Sögu-
steinn 
Tale Stone



FRANK HONESTPERC
NÆRVERA/TANDRI B2B

(UK)
FALK & 
PLÚTÓ 
PRESENT:

8. OKTÓBER
PALOMA 2000 kr.

kl. 23 30 – 04 30

PRESALE 
LUCKY RECORDS 

PALOMA DOOR
2500 kr.

100 FREE            DRINKS FROM



If any Saga is most worthy of adap-
tation by Quentin Tarantino into a 
double-feature fantasy slaughterfest, 
it’s very possibly the Saga of Egill One-
Hand and Ásmundur Berserker-Killer. 
Egill is so named because his other 
other hand is literally a fucking sword 
and Ásmundur because he is, well, a 
berserker who kills other berserkers. 
Berserkers, in case you were wonder-
ing, were legendary warriors of super-
natural strength from Norse culture 
and the likely origin of many of the 
bullshit “Viking” stereotypes that 
you probably think are true. (Most of 
them aren’t.) But that doesn’t mean 
you aren’t allowed to find joy in the 
comically outrageous bloodshed I’m 
about to describe.
 

King of the hildurs

The very desirable sisters Brynhildur 
and Bekkhildur are mysteriously ab-
ducted back to back, one by a giant dog 
and the other by a giant vulture. Their 
father, the King of Russia, offers their 
hands in marriage to whoever can 
find them. Luckily for him, Ásmundur 
and Egill are tooooootally down for a 
fun little adventure and/or slaughter-
fest. They set off for the Giantworld to 
look for the missing hildurs.
 There amongst some rocks and 
goats, they encounter a mutant giant-
ess unfortunately named Skinbeak 

who is wider than she is tall. She in-
vites them to dine with her and her 
mother, Eaglebeak, a monstrous hag 
and queen of said rocks and goats. 
While their gruel is cooking, she asks 
them to tell their stories. We’re gonna 
fast forward through them to get to 
Queen Eaglebeak’s sordid past, be-
cause lemme tell you: that bad bitch is 
fucked up.
 Ásmundur is the boring one. All 
you need to know is that he inherits a 
kingdom through a bromance with his 
main bitch Aran, whose father Her-
raud gives Ásmundur the kingdom 
after a squabble with Aran’s berserker 
uncles. Egill, on the other hand (see 
what I did there?), was abducted by 
a giant and spent his childhood as a 
goat-slave. He escaped only to have 
his hand cut off while trying to aid a 
giantess in a scuffle over a ring. If you 
think that sounds like a shitty child-
hood, Eaglebeak is about to wreck 
your shit. 

Sex on the beak

Eaglebeak was the youngest of the 
eighteen daughters of a giant king. 
They inherited his money when he 
died but the kingdom went to his ass-
hole brothers Gautur and Hildir. Her 
sisters treated her like a pile of shit, 
so she prayed to Þór to even things 
between them. He came and had sex 

with the oldest sister, who was killed 
out of jealousy by the other sisters. 
Then he boned the next oldest. And 
so on and so on until only Eaglebeak 
survived, and she totally boned him 
too, but at the risk of a curse from 
her sisters that her child would never 
grow taller. Hence Skinbeak’s freakish 
width. 
 Þór’s dick must have been truly 
otherwordly because her one evening 
with him gave her an insatiable taste 
for dick. She became obsessed with 
a man who married before she could 
have him and when she tried to kill 
him in jealousy, she was captured and 
spared her life only in exchange for 
some magical items. 
 Her journey to acquire these took 
her to a mountaintop where she was 
horribly mutilated in a brawl with 
three giantesses, having her scalp and 
half her face removed in addition to 
many fingers and teeth. In exchange, 
she ripped one giantess’s tits off so 
hard that her organs exploded out 
of her body. Then she traveled to the 
underworld where she had to jump 
through fire, leaving her horribly 
burned, but on the plus side she got to 
fuck Óðinn along the way!
 Lastly, it turns out that it was she 
whom Egill was trying to save when 
his hand got cut off. She still has it, 
so she sews it back on for him. And 
best of all, it turns out that her shitty 
uncles are the ones who kidnapped the 

hildurs and she’s gonna help Egill and 
Ásmundur save the shit out of them.

Dumb Sea and dumber

Eaglebeak sneaks Egill and Ásmundur 
into her uncles’ creepy double wed-
ding disguised as the sons of “King 
Dumb of the Dumb Sea,” wedding 
planners extraordinaire. They pile 
all the gifts and the princesses on a 
magic carpet which rises to keep them 
safe while a giant brawl breaks out. 
 Skinbeak uses a magic mirror to 
blind the guests and create confusion 
while Ásmundur slices open Gautur, 
who trips on his own intestines and 
dies. Then Ásmundur jumps in and 
grabs Hildir’s feet, which enables Egill 
to basically curb-stomp that beez. I’m 
sorry to inform you that no tits were 
ripped off this time, but they won the 
battle nonetheless.
 Egill and Ásmundur return to Rus-
sia to marry the princesses and be-
come kings of this-land and that-land. 
Eaglebeak even comes to their double 
wedding to vouch for their otherwise 
batshit crazy stories. Everyone lives 
happily ever except Ásmundur, whose 
wife dies quickly and then he’s ran-
domly speared to death by Óðinn. 
Fucking Óðinn, amirite?

   SHARE: 
 gpv.is/saga18

Moral of  
the story: 

Quentin Tarantino 
is morally obligated 
to adapt this saga 
to film. Somebody 
make that happen.

Saga of Egill and 
Ásmundur

SAGA RECAP

Words  GRAYSON DEL FARO 
Photo  ART BICNICK
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483-1000 • hafidblaa.is  
5 minutes from Eyrarbakki 
at the Ölfusá bridge
open daily 11:00-21:00

483-3330 • raudahusid.is  
10 minutes from Selfoss
Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki
open daily 11:30-22:00

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki

Ke�avík
International

Airport

Vík

MADE IN ICELAND  www.jswatch.com

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master 
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.  
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman, 
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.



Keep moving

Tank up at N1 
on your way 
around Iceland

Stop for fuel, grab a quick and delicious bite, 
a tasty cup of coffee, travel supplies, books and 
magazines or anything else you need before hitting 
the road again.

With 95 locations around Iceland, 
N1 is always nearby. Find your 
nearest location and plan your 
trip at www.n1.is/en.

Complimentary  

Wi-Fi  
at selected N1 
service stations

HOT DOG
World renowned!

COFFEE &
Croissant
Tasty breakfast

MeaT sOup
Classic Icelandic meal

At selected N1 service stations

Complimentary  

Wi-Fi  
at selected N1 
service stations



LÓABORATORIUM

SMJÖRFLUGA

Icelandic 
Commit-
mentphobia

By NANNA DÍS ÁRNADÓTTIR

Hey Nanna, I finished my school term 
in the spring but I’d like to stay in the 
country. I'd need to get married, but ev-
ery time I bring up the possibility with 
my Icelandic boyfriend I can basically 
see his lips glue shut. I’m tired of being 
the only one bringing it up and waiting 
for an answer. -Ready For A Ring 

Hey Ready For A Ring, Please consider 
seeking medical help for the superglue 
leaking into your boyfriend’s mouth. It 
sounds like a frightening and painful con-
dition he’s suffering from. -Nanna

Hey Nanna, I love that everyone knows 
each other in Iceland, I run into people 
from work or friends all the time and 
that’s cool but I’m not always up for a 
chat. Like, last week I bumped into some-
one I vaguely know from the office, an 
acquaintance. He starts asking about 
when I’m moving to my new place, if I 
need help or whatever and then I feel 
obliged to ask him about, you know, his 
kids, the summer break, etc. The whole 
time I just wanted leave or blank him but 
I also don’t want to be rude. How do I strike 
that balance when I see people I don’t want 
to talk to?  -Bad At Small Talk

Hey BAST, What kind of rude bastard offers 
to help you move? These assholes need to 
cut the flap flap flap and stop wasting 
your precious time, clearly. And to expect 
you to inquire about their offspring after 
offering to help you with life’s most tedious 
undertaking, the move! I don’t believe it! 
I’m afraid I can’t help you avoid basic hu-
man decency. You either tell them, “Hey 
I’m happy to see you but I’m super busy 
and don’t have time to talk,” and then 
leave, an awkward undertaking I know. 
Or you blank them and risk being seen as 
rude, which, you know, you might be. At 
least you sound like an asshole. So just 
own it. Headphones help in cases where 
plausible deniability is necessary. -Nanna

Do you want to ask Nanna a question? Go ahead, but continue at your 
peril. Shoot her an email on nanna.arnadottir(at)gmail.com or tweet her 
using @NannaArnadottir

DON'T ASK NANNA ABOUT
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This issue’s human: 
Kristín Morthens , artist with Algera 
Studio, lives in Reykjavík and studies 
in Toronto.

What’s the difference between 
joining an art scene here in Reyk-
javík as opposed to Toronto?
“It was very refreshing going to a new 
city, but not much different. When 
you go to big city you expect it to be 
overwhelming, but it’s pretty much 
the same. Arts scenes in general are 
pretty small and interconnected. 
After a few weeks meeting everyone, 
you start running into the same 
people over and over again. I guess 
that’s different than here. Here it 
would only be a couple of hours.”

Is there a difference in what 
aesthetics are popular between 
Reykjavík and Toronto?

“Toronto is a lot bigger and there 
are more painters. There aren’t a lot 
of young painters in Iceland. Also, 
Iceland is secluded. It doesn’t fall 
into international fads as quickly and 
does its own thing. It isn’t as influ-
enced by everything else. Toronto is 
close to New York and the aesthetics 
are shared. In Iceland, for young art-
ists, you have to work with what you 
got. There aren’t that many places 
to show your work. The arts scene in 
Toronto is more digitally influenced 
than the Icelandic arts scene.”

Where are you going to school?
“I’m studying at Ontario College Of 
Art And Design (OCAD) in Toronto, 
but this semester I’m studying at 
The Art Institute of Chicago as an 
exchange student. I came back here to 
show my work for a week in Reykjavík 
before heading back to school.”

HUMANS OF REYKJAVÍK Words & Photo 
YORK UNDERWOOD

To learn more visit our website,  
www.schoolofenergy.is

Study in the Land of 
Renewable Energy

Iceland Shcool of Energy graduate programmes
•   MSc Sustainable Energy
•   MSc Sustainable Energy Engineering



Geothermal Baths

A unique contact with nature - come enjoy a steam bath 
on top of a hot spring and afterwards relax

 in the open air geothermal baths.

Local Kitchen with our popular country style lunch
 and dinner buffet available daily.

Experience our Geothermal Bakery, every day
 at 11:30 and 14:30. Welcome!
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Þingvellir

Gullfoss
Geysir

Kerið

Reykjavík

Mosfellsbær

Selfoss

Akranes

Skálholt

Flúðir

Hveragerði

We‘re only one hour from Reykjavik and in the middle 
of the Golden Circle, make sure to upgrade your 
excursion to include a visit to us.

Geothermal Baths - Natural Steam Baths 
Local Kitchen - Geothermal Bakery

Open daily 11:00 - 22:00, extended hours summertime

TEL: +354 486 1400 • www.fontana.is

Completing the Golden Circle
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Surviving Reykjavík 
In Between Selfies

“Am I culturally appro-
priating if I buy this Vi-
king helmet?” you ask 
your spouse in the most 
authentic Puffin store on 
Laugavegur. “Not unless 
Wagner lives here, just look 
around—the only way we 
could appropriate Icelandic 

culture is to not dress according to weather. 
That’s why we need to keep these matching 
anoraks on at all times.” As you cling to life in 
the sideways rain on your way down Bankas-
træti a smiling Icelander in a t-shirt yells at 
you, “If you don’t like the weather, just wait 
fifteen minutes!” Asshole is merely jumping 
between buildings, he doesn’t have to spend 
the day outside in the freezing cold for the sole 
reason that there’s nothing else to do. “This 
place has wifi, I can upload my selfie from the 
Blue Lagoon here,” you think to yourself as you 
enter Hressó.

➘  ➚  ➘  ➚  ➘  ➚  ➘  ➚  ➘  ➚

You've just started to realise the scam that's going 
on in this country. If there was a more accurate 
way than emojis to express the weather on social 
media there would be no tourists in Iceland. 
Nevertheless here we are, and in two years when 
Facebook will remind you that there was a time 
in the past when you used to post something all 
you'll remember is what appears in those photos. 
Happy people in front of beautiful scenery. You 
might even recommend Iceland to a coworker 
at the water cooler. You're not going to store the 
memories of being wet, cold and bored. No one 
wants to admit they spent a fortune on a terrible 
vacation.

➘  ➚  ➘  ➚  ➘  ➚  ➘  ➚  ➘  ➚

Fifty minutes later, your overpriced hamburger 
is finally here. Yesterday’s whaling tour is being 
discussed. You’re still trying out the angle for your 
Facebook status: “you know guys, now that I actu-
ally know that whales exist, I’m even more against 
whaling.” You register the nods around the table—a 
great indicator for Likes—as you take the first bite 
out of the hamburger. Are you being hypocritical 
for choosing one mammal over another? No, it’s 
the Icelanders that are wrong—it’s not like cows 
developed singing.
                

    SHARE: gpv.is/last

Jón Benediktsson

LAST

WORDS

 ATV • Caving • Diving • Glacier Hiking • Golden Circle • Hiking • Horse Riding • Hot Springs • Ice Caves • Kayaking • Multiday tours  
Northern Lights •  Rafting • Snorkeling • Snowmobiling • Super Jeeps • Trekking • Volcano Hiking • Whale Watching

YOUR ADVENTURE TOUR OPERATOR IN ICELAND
 since 1983

arctic adventures

TOURIST INFORMATION AND 
FREE BOOKING SERVICE

Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is 
Tel: +354 522 4979 
Summer: 08.00 - 21.00
Winter: 09.00 - 19.00

We are proud to be the first & only downtown Tourist Information fully 
accredited by both the Icelandic Tourist Board and the Vakinn Quality System.

Drop by, we speak... 
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AS NICE!

Vitastígur 10  |  rvkchips.is
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